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COMMENTS AND RESPONSES REPORT 1: PROJECT ANNOUNCEMENT TO SUBMISSION
OF DRAFT SCOPING REPORT
(7 SEPTEMBER 2016 – 20 OCTOBER 2016)
PROPOSED MARINE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (ACE CABLE SYSTEM) TO BE
LANDED AT VAN RIEBEECKSTRAND ON THE WEST COAST OF SOUTH AFRICA

Comments have been received from the following stakeholders during the project
announcement phase
Name

Organisation

1
2
3

Prins Radebe
Mrs. Smokie La Grange
Adri La Meyer

4

Pat Titmuss

5

Ms M. Schippers

Openserve (Telkom)
Chairperson of Melkbosstrand Ratepayers Association
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development
Planning - Western Cape Government
City of Cape Town – Environment & Heritage
Management
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development
Planning - Western Cape Government

6

Mr C Roos

Ministry of Transport and Public Works, Western Cape
Government

7

Mr Franz Visser

8
9
10
11
12

Lesa la Grange
Mr. J Slabbert
Deon Jeannes
Garth Mortimer
ML Watters

Van Riebeeckstrand Primary School
(Principal)
South African Heritage Resources Agency
Eskom Koeberg Operating Unit
Project Area Expansion Manager -CapeNature
For Chief Director: Road Network Management
(Western Cape Government: Transport and Public
Works)
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No

Date

1

7 Sept
2016

Name
Organisation
-

and

Prins Radebe
Openserve
(Telkom)

Comment

Response

Telkom is a telecommunications operator with diverse
submarine cable landings on the west coast of Africa and has
become aware of the notice of the proposed ACE cable landing
by MTN.

Confirmed receipt of comment and registration
as an I&AP

We would like to register as an Interested and Affected Party
and request that any information of relevance concerning the
project be availed for our review.
2

13
Sept
2016

Mrs. Smokie La
Grange
–
Chairperson
of
Melkbosstrand
Ratepayers
Association

We have been aware that the various underwater
communication cables such as SATi and SATii have been
th
coming ashore at 14 Avenue, Melkbossstrand. We have no
objection at the moment and request to be kept informed.

Confirmed receipt of comment and registration
as an I&AP

3

14
Sept
2016

Adri La Meyer Department
of
Environmental
Affairs
and
Development
Planning
Western Cape
Government

I received notification of the BID from Taryn Dreyer at our EIA
section.

Thank you for your comments regarding the
proposed development and please take note that
your department has been registered on our
project database. We will make sure that one
hard copy and three CD copies of the Scoping
Report and any subsequent documentation is
made available to you (marked for your
attention).

Please register the Department of Environmental Affairs and
Development Planning as a state Department having an
interest in the application. Kindly note that the Directorate:
Development Facilitation (“DDF”) of the Department
coordinates comments from the various directorates on
applications where DEA and/or DMR is the competent
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and
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Response

authority. I would therefore appreciate it if you could make 1
hard copy and 3 CDs of the Scoping Report and any
subsequent documentation available (marked for my
attention), which will then be distributed internally within the
Department for comment. The DDF will then collate the
comments and provide you with a uniform set of comments.
I note from the BID (Section 2.2) that the applicable listed
activity is identified as Activity 1(m) of GN No. R. 386 of 21
April 2006. I assume you refer to Activity 10 of GN No. R. 984
of 4 December 2014, being “The development of facilities or
infrastructure for marine telecommunication”?

In terms of the listed activity quoted, you are
correct and the correct listed activity including
others which could potentially be triggered will be
included in the Draft Scoping Report and all
correspondence going forward.

From the proposed PPP schedule, I note that a preapplication Scoping Report will be made available to
registered and potential I&APs. You further indicate that the
Final Scoping Report (“FSR”) will be submitted to DEA within
44 days after submission of the Application Form. It would be
a good idea if the process flow diagram be amended to
indicate that another round of public participation (for at least
30 days) will commence after the submission of the
Application Form, whereby registered I&APs are afforded an
opportunity to comment on the Draft Scoping Report prior to
the submission of the FSR to DEA. In this regard, I refer you
to regulation 40(3) of the 2014 EIA Regulations, which state:
“Potential or registered interested and affected parties,
including the competent authority, may be provided with an
opportunity to comment on reports and plans contemplated in
sub regulation (1) prior to submission of an application but
must be provided an opportunity to comment on such reports
once an application has been submitted to the competent
authority.”

In terms of the proposed PPP schedule there
appears to be some misunderstanding of the
proposed process ACER will be following. At
present we are in the project announcement
phase of the project and the registration of
I&APs. Once we have finalised the Draft Scoping
Report (including comments from I&APs to date)
and the application for authorisation, these
documents will be submitted to the DEA. At the
same time that the application is submitted to the
DEA, I&APs and other commenting authorities
will be afforded an opportunity to comment on
the Draft Scoping Report. Only once this 30 day
comment period has taken place will the Final
Scoping report be submitted to the DEA for
consideration.
We have confirmed this process with the DEA
who stated the following “Regulation 40 (3) says
you may provide I&APs an opportunity to
comment prior to the submission of the
application to the Competent Authority (CA). The
PPP undertaken prior to the submission of the
3
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application form is optional. As such, legally you
can submit your draft Scoping Report and
application form at the same time and this is not
a pre-submission. The submitted draft SR must
be made available to the I&APs at the same time
the SR and application is submitted to the DEA.
The review and commenting timeframes must
run concurrently.”

4

Your e-mail dated 7 September 2016 further states that “It is
also envisaged that a Water Use Licence will be required from
the Department of Water and Sanitation in terms of Chapter 4
of the National Water Act, 1998 (Act No 36 of 1998), in
particular, Section 40(4).” Kindly be advised that unless the
proposed development triggers any of the S21 water use
activities and impacts on a water resource (i.e. a watercourse,
surface water, estuary, or aquifer), a water use licence would
not be required. Watercourse mean a river or spring; a natural
channel in which water flows regularly or intermittently; a
wetland, lake or dam into which, or from which, water flows
(as per NWA). The sea is not regarded as a watercourse.

In terms of the requirement of a Water Use
Licence we agree that the sea is not regarded as
a watercourse but there is a possibility that the
dune slack behind the beach of Van
Riebeeckstrand is a wetland. As such, the
crossing of this wetland will require a water use
licence.

We have not contacted the people you have
mentioned yet but will do so now. Thanks for your
help on this and we look forward to your further
engagement once the DSR has been submitted
for review.

15
Sept
2016

Adri La Meyer Department
of
Environmental
Affairs
and
Development
Planning
Western
Cape
Government

Many thanks for your e-mail and the clarification. I understand
that you will not have a pre-application SR made available and
will make the DSR available after submission of the Application
Form to DEA. Thank you for clarification about the wetland. I
assume you have contacted Derril Daniels and Warren Dreyer at
DWS (Bellville). Can you also confirm that you have contacted
CapeNature for their input? Contact person is Rhett Smart
(details attached).

22
Aug
2016

Pat Titmuss
City of Cape Town
– Environmental &

By Email:
Further to your emails and the information, the City’s Transport
for Cape Town department and my dept ERMD, met with Renier

Thanks for the mail. I have not received much
feedback from the meeting you had so I hope

4
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Comment
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Nel of MTN on 1 July 2016. I presume you got the feedback. If
you are preparing a Background Information Document you can
send this to me and it will be circulated to all relevant City
departments to provide initial comment.

there were no major issues raised. Please see
attached the BID for the project for your records
and distribution internally.

23 Aug
2016

Pat Titmuss
City of Cape Town –
Environmental
&
Heritage
Management

By Email:
Thanks for the official BID. My office will circulate and collate
City comment and send it to you by the due date.

30 Sep
2016

Pat Titmuss
Regional Manager
Environmental
&
Heritage
Management:
Northern
Region
(Blaauwberg
District) – email
received
from
Morne Theron

The abovementioned Background Information (BID), submitted
under cover letter, dated 7 September 2016, refers.

Thank you for your comments provided.

Kindly register the Environmental Management Department:
Blaauwberg District as the official City at Cape Town entry point
for comment on the aforementioned EIA.

Please note that your department has been
registered as the point of entry for the City of
Cape Town and all correspondence will be
submitted to you for further circulation within the
city departments.

1.

Be advised that the Environmental Resource Management
Department (ERMD) is the duly mandated department to
provide co-ordinated City Comment on EIAs conducted
within the municipality‘s jurisdiction. As Van Riebeeckstrand,
Melkbos falls within the Blaauwberg District of the City of
Cape Town Scoping Report must be submitted to this office
for comment.

It is noticed that you also dispatched the BID to a number of
other internal city departments. For the reason explained above
you therefore do not need to circulate multiple scoping reports to
other City departments
2.

In order for the City to meet the statutory commenting
deadline (s) you are required to timeously submit 1 x CD and

No comment provided

Noted and this condition will be abided by.

The initial circulation of documents took place
before we had received feedback from your
department and how documents should be
submitted going forward.
Noted, an electronic copy (CD) and hard copy
(X1) of all reports will be submitted to your
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Organisation
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Comment
1 x hard copy of the various Environmental Impact
Assessment reports to this office before ERMD can circulate
the draft scoping report to all our affected line departments.
The public participation commenting period will be calculated
from the date that this office receives the CD and hard copy.
As such please ensure that the CD and necessary
documentation is delivered to our physical address as stated
below.
3.

Response
department for further distribution amongst the
affected line departments.

In the interim the following comment is provided based on
the information provided in the BID
a. Please reflect the DEA reference number in all future
correspondence.

The DEA reference number will be obtained when
we submit the application for authorisation to the
Department of Environmental Affairs. This is
expected to take place when the Draft Scoping
Report is submitted for public and authority
comment. As such, the project reference number
will only be incorporated in the Final Scoping
Report and all documents thereafter.

b. Section 2.2 Applicable Environmental Legislation of the
BID lists the outdated Activity 1 (m) of Listing Notice GN
386 of 2006 regulations. Please list all the listed activities
in terms of the current NEMA 2014 regulations for which
environmental authorisation are required.

Noted and apologies. The correct listed activities
and legislation is outlined in the Draft Scoping
Report in Table 2.

c.

Section 22 also incorrectly cites the National
Environmental Management Act as (Act 107 of 2014).
The correct citation is NEMA (Act 107 0f 1998)

Noted this has been corrected as reflected in the
Draft Scoping report.

d. Ensure that the Desirability and Need of the proposed
activity is motivated in terms of provisions of the approved
Cape Town Spatial Development Framework (2012)
(CTSDF) and the Blaauwberg District Plan (2012) (BDP).

The proposed development is aimed at improving
the telecommunications infrastructure in South
Africa and facilitating more affordable and
effective transport of voice, data, internet and
television services. This is in line with the Cape
6
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Town Spatial Development Framework (Key
Strategy 1, Policy 2) which includes supporting
the rollout of broadband technology and the use
thereof.

e. Both proposed cable route alternatives will dissect
sections of Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBA). Figure 1
below illustrates the location of the CBA as identified by
the City of Cape Town: Biodiversity Network Map (2016).
In this regard the following should be given early
consideration:
i. A botanical impact assessment must be included as
a specialist study
ii.

f.

Noted

Noted and this study will be commissioned during
the impact assessment phase of the EIA.

Directional drilling must be considered as a
construction method alternative in order to ensure
the presentation of both the primary dune’s stability
and the indigenous vegetation that dune supports
(refer to position A in Figure 1)

The use of directional drilling will be considered
and the impacts associated with this method
investigated during the impact assessment phase
of the EIA.

iii. Alternative A’s alignment over Erf 3132 might impact
on the CBA 1b priority remnant and must be
avoided.

Noted, initial observations on site show that this
area can be avoided but further investigations will
be carried out in the impact assessment phase of
the EIA.

Both proposed landfall site alternatives A and B are
situated between the 1-5km Precautionary Action Zone
(PAZ) boundary of the Koeberg Nuclear Power Station
(KNPS). Figure2 indicates the location of Alternatives A
and B in relation to the P.A.Z. The Disaster Risk
Management Centre (DRMC) is the custodian (on behalf
of the City of Cape Town) for the execution of the
Koeberg Nuclear Power Station Radiological Release
Hazard Disaster Risk Management (RRR) and is tasked
with the responsibility of ensuring that the public safety
arrangements are in place in the case of a nuclear

Noted, the Disaster Risk Management Centre
(DRMC) has been contacted and the project
proponent is currently busy with the formulation
and drafting of the required documents including a
risk assessment and emergency / evacuation
management plan.
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emergency and that individual citizens are not
endangered with particular emphasis on the population
residing and working in the UPZ of the 0-16km area from
the KNPS. In light of the aforementioned, the DRMC
require the following:
i.

ii.

That a risk assessment and emergency / evacuation
management
plan
for
the
marine
telecommunications system (during the construction
and operational phases be compiled and
That this application be tested against the Koeberg
Nuclear Power Station Traffic Evacuation Model
(TEM). In order for the TEM model to be run the
anticipated
population
increase
during
the
construction phase of each alternative must be
provided in the (TEM) form 2 (as attached). The duly
completed TEM form 2 must be included in the
various
scoping-and
environmental
impact
assessment reports of this project.

Noted.

The risk assessment and emergency / evacuation
management plan will be submitted to the DRMC
who will assess the plan in accordance with the
Koeberg Nuclear Power Station Traffic Evacuation
Model (TEM). The TEM form and approved risk
assessment and emergency / evacuation
management plan is attached in Appendix 7 of
this Draft Scoping Report and will be included in
all reports submitted going forward.

g. The City of Cape Town: Water and Sanitation department
indicated that the proposed cable design should ensure
that it does not conflict or impact on the Water and
Sanitation services along the short onshore cable route
alternatives. A wayleave needs to be applied for via the
City of Cape Town: Transport for Cape Town to ensure
the aforementioned is achieved. Wayleave conditions will
be imposed at the time of application.

Noted, we are in the process of engaging the City
of Cape Town: Water and Sanitation Department
and wayleaves will be applied for once the final
route alignment has been investigated and
authorised by the Department of Environmental
Affairs.

h. The City of Cape Town: Electricity department indicated
that the proposal will be subject to the following
conditions all of which pertain exclusively the CLS (Cable
Landing Station) and the land based cable between it and
the BMH (Beach Manhole):

Noted, we are in the process of engaging the City
of Cape Town: Electricity Department.
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i.

Electrical services infrastructure exists along both
chosen routes. Wayleave and excavation permits
must be obtained prior to commencement of the site
works.

Noted and this condition will be abided by.

ii.

Electrical services cross the proposed CLS site.
These services and any other services that may be
affected by the proposal are to be deviated at the
application’s expense.

Noted and MTN has committed to do so.

iii.

Far any and all electricity supplies required for the
construction and operation of the ACE Cable
System, the City’s standard conditions, policies and
tariffs, including Development Capital Contribution
(DC) will be applicable

Noted.

i.

Both alternatives of the cable system are proposed in an
area of high archaeological sensitivity. The proposed
cable system triggers Section 38(1) (a) of the National
Heritage Resources Act, no. 25 of 1999. In this regard, a
Notification of Intent to Develop (ND) must be submitted
to Heritage Western Cape (HWC). Prior to submission to
HWC the ND must be submitted to the City of Cape
Town: Environmental & Heritage Management Branch for
written comment to be included in the submission to
HWC.

Noted, the NID will be submitted to the City of
Cape
Town:
Environmental
&
Heritage
Management Branch for written comment prior to
submission to Heritage Western Cape. This will
take place once a Heritage Specialist has been
appointed to assess the proposed alternatives for
the ACE Cable System.

j.

Finally be advised that the erven (Erf 1084 and
Remainder erf 1476) where the cable makes landfall at
Van Riebeeckstrand beach, is zoned Open Space (OS 2).
In terms of the City of Cape Town Development
Management Scheme the following land use right are
applicable with the OS 2 zone:

Noted.

(a) Primary uses are public open space and environmental

Noted.
9
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5

Date

21
Sept
2016

Name
Organisation

and

Ms M. Schippers
Department
of
Environmental
Affairs
and
Development
Planning
Western Cape
Government

Comment

Response

conservation use and
(b) Consent uses are environmental facilities tourist facilities,
utility service, cemetery, rooftop base telecommunication
station, freestanding base telecommunication station, wind
turbine infrastructure cultural and social ceremonies, urban
agriculture, informal trading, harvesting of natural
resources and air and underground rights.

The proposed development involves the
installation of a telecommunications cable and
Beach Man Hole which is located underground.
As such it is anticipated that the consent uses:
utility service and underground rights should apply
to this project.

The cable’s proposed end destination being Erf 3619,
Duynefontein, is zoned Community (CO1) reserved for a Place
of Worship

Noted. MTN has purchased this property and is
currently in the process of having the zonation
changed. This process does form part of this
environmental authorisation and as such is not
included in this Draft Scoping Report.

The abovementioned comment must be included in the Scoping
Report.
The abovementioned document (BID) dated and received via
electronic email by the Directorate on 07 September 2016,
refers.

Noted and this has been complied with.

1.
2.

3.

Noted

This letter serves as an acknowledgement of receipt of
the aforementioned document by the Directorate.
Having considered the information contained in the
abovementioned document, it is hereby confirmed that
this Directorate will be a commenting authority in the
Environmental Impact Assessment process
This Directorate thus awaits the Scoping Report with
respect to your proposed development.

This Directorate reserves the right to revise or withdraw
comments or request further information based on any
information received.
6

15 Sept
2016

Mr C Roos

By direction of Mr Donald Grant, Provincial Minister of Transport
and Public Works, I acknowledge receipt of your

Noted and thank you for your feedback
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7

19 Sept
2016

8

26 Sept
2016

Name
Organisation

and

Comment

Response

Ministry of Transport
and Public Works,
Western Cape
Government

correspondence of 7 September 2016, the contents which have
been noted. The matter is referred to the Head of Department:
Transport and Public Works for attention. Further
correspondence will follow.

Franz Visser
Van Riebeeckstrand
Primary School
(Principal)
Lesa la Grange

Please register me as an I&AP

Noted and added to the project database

Thank you for contacting the Maritime and Underwater Cultural
Heritage Unit at SAHRA with regards to the above proposal.
Please see the attached IAP registration form. Kindly note that
all official comments are now processed electronically via our
online
platform,
SAHRIS,
which
can
be
found
at http://www.sahra.org.za/sahris/. To ensure a timely response
to all correspondence relating to the case, we therefore request
that any documents pertaining to your case be uploaded to an
application on SAHRIS as they become available.

Thank you for the information provided

We recommend that survey data be reviewed by an
archaeological specialist so that heritage impacts may be
assessed in full. Should the proposed development pose a
threat to archaeological or palaeontological resources on land,
Heritage Western Cape would need to be engaged as the
competent authority.
Please register me as an I&AP for the MTN project at Van
Riebeeckstrand for the MTN ACE project.

Noted and we will do so

South African
Heritage Resources
Agency

9

2
Oct
2016

Mr. J Slabbert

10

12 Oct
2016

11

15 Oct
2016

Deon Jeannes –
Eskom Koebberg
Operating Unit
Garth Mortimer
Project
Area

Request to be registered as an I&AP.

Thank you for your interest in the MTN ACE
Project. We have added you to the project
database and will inform you of all documentation
available for public review as and when these
documents become available.
Noted and added to the project database.

CAPENATURE’S REQUIREMENTS FOR PROVIDING
COMMENTS
ON
AGRICULTURAL, ENVIRONMENTAL,
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Expansion Manager
CapeNature

Comment
MINING, PLANNING
APPLICATIONS

Response
AND

WATER-USE

RELATED

CapeNature is the statutory custodian of biodiversity in the
Western Cape and commenting authority concerning potential
impacts on biodiversity. This letter outlines the minimum
requirements for submission of applications to CapeNature for
the consideration, investigation and reporting on the
biodiversity aspects of proposed changes to land use that may
require an official decision.

Noted.

In order to ensure that biodiversity and ecological issues are
addressed as early as possible in the development application
process and as comprehensively as required, please take
note of the following information. This is applicable to any
application that requires comment from CapeNature and
complying with these recommendations should assist in
avoiding unnecessary delays in the process.

Noted.

Minimizing negative impacts on biodiversity
1. As part of the commenting process, CapeNature’s
involvement will relate specifically to the impact of the
proposed development activities on the biodiversity and
ecological aspects of the receiving environment.
CapeNature expects that a precautionary and risk-averse
approach be adopted towards those projects which may
result in substantial detrimental impacts on biodiversity
and ecosystems, especially the irreversible loss of habitat
and ecological functioning in threatened ecosystems (as
identified by the National Biodiversity Assessment, 2011)
or designated sensitive areas: i.e. Critical Biodiversity
Areas (as identified by systematic conservation plans,
Biodiversity Sector Plans or Bioregional Plans) and
Freshwater Ecosystem Priority Areas.
2. All reports must firmly demonstrate how the proponent

Noted, the alternatives selected for further
assessment have the least environmental impact
compared to the other alternatives assessed
during project screening.

Noted and these issues are addressed in the
12
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Comment
intends complying with the principles contained in Section
2 of the National Environmental Management Act, 1998
(Act No. 107 of 1998), as amended (NEMA), which,
amongst other things, indicates that environmental
management should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Response
Draft Scoping Report.

In order of priority aim to: avoid, minimise or remedy
disturbance of ecosystems and loss of biodiversity;
Avoid degradation of the environment;
Avoid jeopardising ecosystem integrity;
Pursue the best practicable environmental option by
means of integrated environmental management;
Protect the environment as the people’s common
heritage;
Control and minimise environmental damage; and
Pay specific attention to management and planning
procedures pertaining to sensitive, vulnerable, highly
dynamic or stressed ecosystems.

These principles serve as guidelines for all decision-making
concerning matters that may affect the environment. As such, it
is incumbent upon the proponent to show how proposed
activities would comply with these principles and thereby
contribute towards the achievement of sustainable
development as defined by the NEMA.

Guidelines and biodiversity plans
3. The Western Cape Department of Environmental Affairs
and Development Planning (DEA&DP) has produced a
series of guideline documents that provide clear guidance
on the EIA process. Specifically, they aim to improve the
capacity of environmental assessment practitioners
(EAPs) to draft appropriate terms of reference that meet
the information requirements for informed environmental
decision-making. In addition the Fynbos Forum

Noted.

Noted these guidelines will be consulted when
drafting the terms of reference for the botanical
assessment.
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Ecosystems Guidelines for Environmental Assessment in
the Western Cape (see point 3b below) provides
appropriate terms of reference for Botanical Assessments.
By meeting the requirements for submission of accurate
and relevant information, EAP’s can support efficient and
accountable decision-making.
With a view to adequately assessing impacts on biodiversity,
we request that your environmental assessment is informed by
the following documents. The implementation of relevant
recommendations and/or actions as stipulated in these
documents should be critically considered, regardless of
whether a Basic Assessment, Scoping & EIA or any other
authorisation process is to be undertaken.

Noted and the recommendations made in these
documents will be considered.

a. Brownlie S (2005) Guideline for involving biodiversity
specialists in EIA processes: Edition 1. CSIR Report No
ENV-S-C 2005 053 C. Republic of South Africa, Provincial
Government Western Cape, Department of Environmental
Affairs and Development Planning, Cape Town.
b. De Villiers C, Driver A, Clark B, Euston-Brown D, Day L,
Job N, Helme N, Holmes P, Brownlie S and Rebelo T
(2005) Fynbos Forum Ecosystem Guidelines for
Environmental Assessment in the Western Cape, Fynbos
Forum and Botanical Society of South Africa, Kirstenbosch,
Cape Town
c. The latest National Biodiversity Assessment (2011) which
provides information about ecosystem threat status. More
up-to-date ecosystem threat status information is, however,
periodically available from CapeNature and posted on
SANBI’s Biodiversity GIS website.
d. Pence, Genevieve Q.K. 2014. Western Cape Biodiversity
Framework (2014) Status Update: Critical Biodiversity
Areas of the Western Cape. Unpublished CapeNature
project report. Cape Town, South Africa. The latest
provincial biodiversity framework (conservation plan) which
14
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reflects identified Critical Biodiversity Areas; currently this is
the Western Cape Biodiversity Framework 2014, available
on SANBI’s Biodiversity GIS website. The most recent
conservation plans and their associated reports and
guidelines are available at the SANBI Biodiversity GIS Unit
website6. The mapping tools can be useful, but please note
that while these tools can help to identify potential issues,
the use thereof does not constitute a biodiversity
assessment.
e. Biodiversity Sector Plans for municipalities, where
available.
f. The Western Cape Provincial Spatial Development
Framework (2014) (Department of Environmental Affairs &
Development Planning).
g. The Department of Water and Sanitation’s Guideline:
assessment of activities/developments affecting wetlands.

Biodiversity ‘red flags’ in the Western Cape
4. The following factors must be taken into account during
project planning and assessment:

Noted.

a. CapeNature does not support activities that may negatively
impact on the following habitats and their ecological
functioning:
i. Rivers, wetlands, groundwater-dependent communities or
ecosystems, flood plains and estuaries, tidal flats or salt
marshes.
ii. Viable and/or connected habitat in Critically Endangered
and Endangered ecosystems.
iii. Any area that has been identified as a Critical Biodiversity
Area or Ecological Support Areas as identified by the most
recent systematic conservation planning initiative.
iv. Any other special habitats that may contain a unique
assemblage of species. This could include inter alia,
15
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dolomite outcrops, quartz or ferricrete patches.
v. Any habitat that may contain rare, threatened or rangerestricted floral or faunal species (species of conservation
concern).
vi. Natural habitat in an ecological corridor or along a
vegetation boundary (including frontal dune systems).
vii. Formally declared Mountain Catchment Areas.
Appropriate buffers must be determined by a suitably qualified
specialist to avoid impacting on these habitats and particular
attention should be paid to avoiding the loss of intact habitat,
maximizing connectivity at a landscape scale, maximizing
habitat heterogeneity and reducing fragmentation at a local and
regional scale. Please also note that an infestation by alien
plants does not necessarily mean that an area is not important
for biodiversity conservation.

Noted and buffers have been considered
although much of the development footprint falls
within an urban area which has been extensively
transformed.

b. The Cape Floristic Region is largely a fire-dependent
system and natural fire regimes must be maintained and
managed in the landscape. The exclusion of fire from
certain habitats will be considered unacceptable as this
may ultimately cause the loss of species. Where
appropriate, the location of fire-breaks should be indicated
and these fire-breaks may be considered part of the
development footprint. Fire-breaks must be brush-cut and
vegetation must not be completely removed.
c. Brush-cutting under power lines must occur as infrequently
as possible as brush-cutting will lead to loss of species
diversity over time. A fire-risk assessment can help inform
an appropriate layout for developments adjacent to fireprone vegetation.

Noted but not applicable to the proposed
development.

d. Water is a limited resource in the Western Cape. Water
requirements for proposed activities and the potential
impact on broader surface and ground water resources
must be rigorously assessed and considered by an

Noted, the proposed development will not
require water other than for the construction of
the Beach Man Hole. As such, the proposed
development is not expected to have any

Noted but not applicable to the proposed
development.
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aquatic/freshwater specialist and/or ground water
specialist, including the cumulative impact if other
developments are also taking place in an area. Cumulative
impacts on infrastructure such as Waste Water Treatment
Works must also be considered.

significant impacts on any water resources within
the project area.

Groundwater use for bulk supply purposes and irrigation must
be assessed rigorously with specific reference to the possible
groundwater-surface water interfaces. Groundwater use
assessments must include the identification of possible
groundwater dependent ecosystems and/or possible interfaces
with surface resources. Aquifers need to be described in terms
of: aquifer type, aquifer characteristics, aquifer condition, as
well as aquifer recharge and yield.

Noted but not applicable to the proposed
development.

Specialist assessment(s) should be undertaken if any of the
above-mentioned circumstances prevail or if there is any doubt
about the biodiversity value of the potentially impacted areas.
The opportunities and constraints of the receiving environment
should be used to inform the desirability and layout of any
development proposal so as to ensure that developments do
not compromise the biodiversity value of the area.

Noted, specialist studies will be commissioned to
assess the biophysical environment within the
development footprint.

Commissioning of biodiversity specialists
5. A suitably qualified and experienced specialist is often
critical to ensuring that the necessary information is
provided for informed decision-making. Please take note
of the following recommendations from the Guideline for
involving biodiversity specialists in EIA processes
(DEA&DP 2005).

Noted.

Biodiversity specialists should:
a. Be competent at interpreting and evaluating
information and able to explain the direct and indirect
consequences of an activity to biodiversity;
17
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b. Have appropriate formal training in his/her field of
expertise;
c. Have sufficient practical experience working in the
specific ecosystems of the affected region;
d. Be able to trace impact pathways and identify indirect
or cumulative impacts and consider ecosystem goods
and services;
e. Have good knowledge relating to assessment
techniques and to relevant legislation, policies and
guidelines;
f. Be independent; and
g. Be registered with South African Council for Natural
Scientific Professions (SACNASP).
CapeNature also requests that specialists be asked to review
the information in the report to be submitted for decisionmaking to confirm that their opinion has been adequately
reflected.

Noted and the specialists will be asked to do so.

Permit requirements
6. Please note that according to Section 63(1) of the
Western Cape Nature Western Cape Nature Conservation
Laws Amendment Act No. 3 of 2000:
No person shall—
a.) uproot the plant in the process of picking the flower of any
flora;
b.) without a permit—
i.
pick any endangered or protected flora, or
ii.
pick any flora on a public road or on the land on either
side of such road within a distance of ninety metres
from the centre of such road, or
c.) pick any protected or indigenous unprotected flora on land
of which he or she is not the owner, without the permission
of the owner of such land or of any person authorised by

Noted.
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such owner to grant such permission
If these activities will be involved in the application make sure
that you also apply for a CapeNature permit to carry out these
activities.
Format of reports
7. Please help us provide you with a timely response by
supplying all information in a readily accessible format:
a. The main report must be submitted, and include: locality
maps, all alternative layout plans and all biodiversity related
specialist reports. All reports longer than 50 pages must be
submitted in hardcopy, shorter reports can be submitted on
disc. The hardcopy should be accompanied by a digital
copy of the complete application on disc.
b. Electronic reports must be submitted on cd/dvd – we will
not accept reports sent via email or ftp or website links.
c. We also encourage you to reduce the amount of paper
used by printing both sides of a page.
d. Please supply all maps and alternative layouts in colour.
e. To facilitate assessment of potential impacts, we request
that maps of proposed development layouts be overlaid
with identified environmental features of a site. If provided
separately, maps should be produced at the same scale.
f. Where available, GIS shape-files of the proposed
development footprint, particularly for linear features or for
combined applications with numerous sites, would be
appreciated.
g. If here are no substantive changes, final reports for
Scoping and EIA stages may be provided on dvd/cd with a
printed cover letter, executive summary and comments and
response report.
h. Please allow sufficient time for post or courier services to
deliver the documents at the beginning of the commenting
period. We receive a large number of reports and need to
treat applicants and consultants fairly therefore applications

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
Where possible we will do so.
Noted.
Noted.

These will be provided as requested.

Noted.

Noted, and we will do so.
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will be processed from date of receipt within the required
number of days as stipulated by the DEA&DP, the DMR or
other competent authority.
For spatial planning reports or Environmental Management
Frameworks however, electronic reports submitted via ftp
sites will be accepted.

Mining and Prospecting Applications
8. Please note that the Department of Mineral Resources no
longer sends copies of applications to commenting
authorities. It is now the responsibility of the consultant
working for the applicant to ensure that all commenting
authorities receive the relevant documents. Therefore point
7 above applies to mining and prospecting applications as
well.

Status of CapeNature’s comment
9. Please note that CapeNature does not consider verbal
discussions regarding any aspect of a proposed
development as adequate or complete comment. Please
ensure that you obtain written comment once all the
necessary information is made available for review. We
reserve the right to amend our position based on any new
information that may be received.
10. Applications requiring comment from CapeNature should be
sent to the following addresses:
City of Cape Town, Theewaterskloof, Overstrand
Stellenbosch Municipalities: CapeNature
Scientific Services: Land Use Advice P/Bag X5014
STELLENBOSCH 7599
Attention: Rhett Smart

Noted.

Noted.

Noted and we will expect formal comment once
review of the Draft Scoping Report has been
undertaken by CapeNature.

Noted.

&

Email: rsmart@capenature.co.za Tel: 021 866 8000
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Fax: 021 866 1523 / 086 529 4992
(Refer to Figure 1. Map illustrating the officials responsible for
each municipality.)
12

31
October
2016

ML Watters
For Chief Director:
Road
Network
Management
(Western
Cape
Government:
Transport
and
Public Works)
(Enquiries to Ms GD
Swanepoel)

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND INVITATION TO
PARTICIPATE IN AN ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORISATION
PROCESS: PROPOSED MARINE TELECOMMUNICATION
SYSTEM (ACE CABLE SYSTEM) TO BE LANDED AT VAN
RIEBEEKSTRAND ON THE WEST COAST OF SOUTH
AFRICA
1. Your unreferenced letter dated 7 September 2016 to the
Provincial Minister: Transport & Public Works refers.

Noted.

2. Main Road 216 (Otto du Plessis Drive) is the only
Proclaimed Provincial Road in the vicinity of your study
area. The affected portion of Main Road 216 was closed
(deproclaimed as a Provincial Road) as per Proclamation
103 of 1976; that portion of Otto du Plessis Drive falls under
the sole jurisdiction of City of Cape Town as a Municipal
Street.

Noted.

3. As this Branch is not affected by your proposal it will not
offer any objection to the issuing of an Environmental
Authorisation and wishes to be removed from the Interested
and Affected Parties list.

Noted, this department has be removed from the
Interested and Affected Parties list.
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COMMENTS AND RESPONSES REPORT 2: DRAFT SCOPING REPORT PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD
(23 OCTOBER 2016 – 9 DECEMBER 2016)

PROPOSED MARINE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (ACE CABLE SYSTEM) TO BE LANDED AT VAN
RIEBEECKSTRAND ON THE WEST COAST OF SOUTH AFRICA

Comments have been received from the following stakeholders following distribution of the Draft Scoping
Report

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name
Robert Kraai
Lydia Kutu
Lesa Le Grange
Deon Jeannes
Pat Titmuss
Adri La Meyer
Dr Alan Boyd

8
9
10

Herman Oosthuizen
Rhett Smart
Herman Oosthuizen

Organisation
Telkom SA
Department of Environmental Affairs
South African Heritage Resources Agency
Koeberg Nuclear Plant
City of Cape Town
Western Cape Government
Director: Biodiversity and Coastal Research Department of Environmental
Affairs
Biodiversity and Coastal Research: Department of Environmental Affairs
Scientist: Land Use Advisor – CapeNature
Biodiversity and Coastal Research: Department of Environmental Affairs
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15 Nov
2016

Robert Kraai
(Telkom SA)

PREFACE
With the high need for capacity telecommunication connectivity, Africa
needed to investigate alternatives to satellite communications. The optic
fibre cable connectivity was explored as the best alternative and west
coast cable systems (such as SAT-3 and WACS) were commissioned to
provide high speed data and services such as internet from South Africa
to all parts of the world.

Response

Noted

With SAT-3 fast reaching its sell by date, and WACS as the only
alternative for South Africa’s West Coast connectivity to the rest of the
world, proposed cable systems such as ACE are welcomed. This initiative
by MTN will bring relief to South Africa as an alternative to WACS cable
system (Backup)

Noted

As part of draft scoping report (DSR), the proposed ACE cable system
should adhere to environmental authorization (EA) from the Department of
Environmental Affairs (DEA) in terms of the 2014 Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulations published under the National Environmental
Management Act, 1998 (Act 107 of 1998) (NEMA).

Noted and this will be complied with.

Telkom SA as one of the operators of other cable systems running on the
same west coast route (SAT-3/WASC/SAFE and WACS), has an interest
in this proposed ACE cable system. This is to ensure that ACE cable
system adheres to the recommendations by International cable protection
committee (ICPC) with regards to issues such as cable crossings and
cable routes which impacts on construction, operations and maintenance
of others.

Noted and MTN is aware of the ICPC
requirements and has and will
continue to engage with Telkom with
regards to the implementation of this
proposed development.

INTRODUCTION
As part of emerging markets, South Africa and the rest of Africa need to
accelerate their development in terms of economic growth and
sustainability. It is in this context that the information technology
infrastructure should be improved so that Africa can compete with the rest
of the world in the area of digital information. Access to cost effective data,
voice, internet and video services is one of the drivers of development
through rapid economic growth. Telecommunications through submarine
optical cables have been identified as the efficient and cost effective
medium to link the continent of Africa with the rest of the world (carrying of
high speed data, internet, voice & video) and thus enhancing Africa’s
competitiveness.

Noted and this is one of the primary
drivers behind this project.
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As an integrated Services provider, Telkom SA (TSA) is also involved in
the operations of telecommunications submarine cables (namely: SAT3/WASC/SAFE, WACS, EASSy, EIG, SMW-3 and Columbus -3). The aim
is to contribute to the overall South African economic growth and thus
create opportunities for the rest of the continent. This goal propels Telkom
SA to support similar initiatives by other operators aimed at achieving the
same. That is why Telkom is in support of the initiative by MTN (though in
direct competition with them) to build an ACE cable system that will further
create additional bandwidth for SA to connect with the continent and the
rest of the world.

We thank you for your support of the
proposed ACE Cable System.

SCOPING METHODOLOGY
DSR states that “At the onset of the project planning phase, MTN and
their appointed service providers undertook a number of investigations to
identify suitable cable landing points which could link to the MTN Cable
Landing Station (CLS) located in Duynefontein on the West Coast of
South Africa. Initially, two alternative landing locations were investigated,
namely Yzerfontein and Melkbosstrand. These landing locations were
selected following consideration of not only environmental issues, but also
those associated with marine engineering (e.g. security of the route
against external risks) and commercial aspects (e.g. proximity to national
networks and their international access points)”. ICPC (ICPC
recommendation No.2) & guideline states that it is required that
installation and repair operations do not constitute a threat to existing
cables. TSA recognizes and commend MTN`s optimal decision in
choosing the cable landing station (CLS) to be in Duynefontein as
opposed to Yzerfontein & Melkbosstrand, this has minimized risks mainly
concerning the construction, operation and maintenance purposes, as
currently WACS and SAT3/WASC/SAFE lands at the respective locations,
and it’s evident that they adhered to the ICPC recommendations and
guidelines.
LEGAL ASPECTS
TSA is generally happy with MTN’s comprehensive Draft Scope Report on
issues of legality. The report has covered important areas of legislative,
legal and international treaties and protocols. The chapter 3 of the report
gives a comprehensive recognition of all legal aspects necessary for the
proposed ACE cable system project.

Thank you for your support of the
proposed landing station location.
MTN has during all stages of project
planning been aware of the ICPC
recommendations and guidelines and,
as such, have planned the proposed
development in such a manner as to
ensure as best possible that the ICPC
recommendations are met.

Noted and we thank you for your
comment.
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NEED AND DESIRABILITY
With Africa’s telecommunication reliance on Satellites which are
expensive, have limited bandwidth and limited performance, the need for
the investment to undersea cable systems is necessary. Enhanced
information Technology infrastructure supported by low cost, high quality,
bigger bandwidth and better performance submarine optic cables, is a
driver of Africa’s economic growth and support of its NEPAD goals. As a
leading integrated service provider in South Africa, TSA supports the
overall contribution by other African telecommunications players in playing
a role of ensuring accessibility of broadband services to all the people. In
its quest of democratizing broadband, TSA congratulates and supports the
ACE cable system initiative by MTN as part of the broader plan in
achieving Africa’s economic growth as envisaged in NEPAD.
TSA welcomes the additional cable on the west coast as it can create
redundancy especially for WACS cable system. This comes as a relief
for South Africa and the rest of other African countries who could
continually access European pops even at the unfortunate loss of WACS
cable system. It is a breeze of fresh air to finally find the South African
Mobile Network Company being the first to own its submarine cable
system which shows how Africa has grown in terms of the liberalizing the
all-important telecommunication sector.
ALTERNATIVES
Two alternative shallow water alignments (starting about 50 km offshore)
were surveyed during the project planning phase and the findings from
these surveys have not identified any fatal flaws along both of the
alignments which could prevent the implementation of the project based
on sea bed topography and characteristics (rocky, sandy, muddy, etc.). It
must be noted, however, that the southern shallow water alignment will
require the ACE Cable System to cross the SAFE and SAT-2 Cable
Systems which is not desirable from an installation and operational
perspective.
According to ICPC handbook (Section 28), should there be any cable
crossing, an agreement between concerned parties should be formulated
In light of the above developments, TSA, as member of SAT-2 & SAFE
submarine cable’s consortium, would like to propose that the cable
crossing agreement between MTN and owners (SAT-2 & SAFE) cables be
reached as stipulated in section 28 of the International cable protection

Response

Thank you for your comment and it is
MTN’s intention that the proposed
ACE Cable System does in fact aid in
achieving Africa’s economic growth as
envisaged by NEPAD.

Thank you and MTN appreciates the
support of TSA.

Noted

Your comment was forwarded on to
the MTN planning team and the
following response has been issued to
Telkom by the MTN planning team:
“Dear Robert, Thank you very much for
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committee (ICPC handbook).

your comments into the MTN proposed
ACE Landing in South Africa. As you
rightfully pointed out, MTN will follow the
ICPC recommendations from the
construction phase of the project to the
operational phase and also the
retirement of the cable system in the
end. I attach for your reference the ICPC
recommendation relevant to Cable
Crossing and of more relevance the
following: “In most cases the cable
owners should be able to come to an
accord without a formal signed Crossing
Agreement (which would contain liability
and insurance provisions), this being
effected by a simple exchange of
correspondence covering the technical
aspects of the proposed crossing, an
‘agreement to cross’.”

NB: Although SAT-2 cable has been decommissioned, however the cable
still exists and is deemed for future use by TSA. Although the ICPC does
not prescribe the contents of the agreement to concerned parties,
however TSA will strongly support the contents of the cable crossing
agreement as recommended by ICPC

MTN will be engaging Telkom with the
details of the crossing and our angle of
crossing which would also include the
OOS SAT-2 system. Let me know
directly or through our Agent if there is
any further information you require with
regards to the ACE Project and its
planning. Regards, Takalani”
It is anticipated that this formal
agreement will be formalised between
MTN and Telkom SA and will not form
part of the environmental authorisation
process going forward.

PROJECT DESCRIPTON
DSR clearly stipulate that the technical survey is yet to be done, however
the ICPC recommendations and guidelines indicates that the following will
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have to clearly indicated:






Different Optic fibre cable type to be used during the construction of
ACE cable system
Cable route which is still to be surveyed
Cable route clearance which clearly shows what equipment to be
used
The installation type from the Cable landing station (CLS), beach
manhole (BMH) and throughout the sea till the other sea shore end
Indicated the routes from the suggested BMH to the CLS which are
clearly marked on the DSR

The DSR clearly shows the actual suggested routes from both BMH to the
CLS. As the ICPC recommends that prior to any installation of the
submarine cable, cable crossing agreement needs to be entered into by
parties involved. TSA is a member of consortia for SAT3/WASC/SAFE
and WACS cable which enters into the country on the west (Yzerfontein
and Melkbosstrand) coast as ACE will do, we believe there will a cable
crossing on either of the cable which will be found during the survey, TSA
recommend a notification to be sent through to evaluate the cable
crossing and an agreement will have to be entered into by all affected
parties, which will detail all risks involved, liabilities, future maintenance
and etc. as stipulated on the ICPC recommendations and guidelines.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
ICPC recommendation (No.6, issue 8) states the importance of
dissemination of cable route information to all stake holders, i.e.
Hydrographic offices, Military authorities, Commercial and Scientific
organization, Port authorities, Cable maintenance authorities, local
authorities and environmental authorities. On Page 9 of the DSR, Project
schedule for authorization process is clearly defined as below

Activity

Anticipated Dates

Project
Announcement/Draft
Scoping Report Public Review
Period/Application to DEA

October/November
2016

The technical survey of the proposed
offshore cable alignment alternatives
has now been completed.
The
proposed cable types and cable
clearance equipment to be utilised is
explained in detail in Chapter 6 of the
DSR.

Noted, MTN is currently engaging with
other cable operators to reach an
agreement with all affected parties.

Noted
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Submit Final Scoping Report and
Plan of Study for Impact
Assessment to the Competent
Authority
Specialist Study Investigations

January 2017

Preparation
of
Draft
Environmental
Impact
Assessment Report
Draft
Environmental
Impact
Assessment
Report
and
Environmental
Management
Programme Public Review Period
Submit
Final
Environmental
Impact Assessment Report and
Environmental
Management
Programme to the Competent
Authority

January/February
2017

October – December
2016

March/April 2017

June/July 2017

TSA commends MTN for notifying the public of its intention, and the fact
that the legislative process and procedure were followed, as it is
mentioned on the DSR about the project schedule below, it is noted that
once all the stakeholders have put their concerns forward then a final
document will be put forward for implementation purposes.

CONCLUSION
TSA supports and commends the initiative taken by MTN in adding
another optic fibre submarine cable to enhance connectivity through the
African West Coast. MTN ACE cable DSR has largely followed the
recommendations and guidelines by ICPC except where TSA has
indicated its concerns (Alternatives on page 9). TSA hopes that its
concerns are going to be incorporated in the Final Scoping Report which
will be submitted to the DEA for consideration and acceptance

Thank you for your support of the
public participation process undertaken
to date. All comments will be
addressed and included in the final
documents put forward to DEA for
decision making.

Thank you for your support of the
proposed development and your
concerns raised will be included in the
Final Scoping Report.

TELKOM SA CONTACT Persons
Prins Radebe radebepj@telkom.co.za 012 311 4732
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Robert Kraai kraaimr@telkom.co.za 012 642 1251
Lenias Malatji MalatjLA@telkom.co.za 012 311 4449
Derrick Shandu ShanduD@telkom.co.za 012 311 8980
2

28 Nov
2016

Lydia
Kutu
Department
of
Environmental
Affairs (DEA)

COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT SCOPING REPORT (DSR) FOR THE
PROPOSED MARINE TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM (ACE CABLE
SYSTEM) TO BE LANDED AT VAN RIEBEEKSTRAND ON THE WEST
COAST, WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE
The application form and draft Scoping Report (DSR) dated November
2016 and received by the Department on 07 November 2016 refer.

Noted with thanks

This letter serves to inform you that the following information must be
included to the final SR:
a) Listed activities
The full description of the listed activities as described on GN R983, 984
and 985 are not included in both the application form and the draft scoping
report. You have also neglected to select the specific sub-listed being
triggered by the proposed development.
You are therefore requested to ensure that the listed activities applied for
are captured correctly and in full (on both the application form and the final
Scoping Report) as described in the GN R 983, 984 and 985 of the EIA
Regulation 2014. In additional, please ensure that the activity description
provided can be linked to both the specific listed activity and sub-listed
activity applied for. Should the activity applied for include thresholds; you
are required to demonstrate how those thresholds will be exceeded.

Noted, the required format has been
agreed on between the EAP and the
DEA following emails sent to the
department on the 29 November 2016
and response received from the DEA
on the 5 December 2016.

b) Undertaking under oath or affirmation by the EAP

Noted, both the Final Scoping Report
and Application for Authorisation has
been amended as requested. The EAP
has also included an undertaking
under oath verifying that all the
information submitted or to be
submitted for the purposes of the
application is true and correct.

The submitted DSR does not include any undertaking under oath or
affirmation by the EAP. You are required to comply with Appendix 2(j) and

Noted and included in the Final
Scoping Report

Based on the above, you are therefore requested to amend the submitted
application form and the scoping report to include the above-mentioned
information and also include an undertaking under oath or affirmation (as
per Regulation 16(1) (v) of Environmental Impact Assessment, 2014
verifying that all the information submitted or to be submitted for the
purposes of the application is true and correct.
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(k) of GN R.982 of the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations
2014 which states that:
The Scoping report must include:
(j) an undertaking under oath or affirmation by the EAP in relation to(i) the correctness of the information provided in the report;
(ii) the inclusion of comments and inputs from stakeholders and
interested and affected parties and
(iii) any information provided by the EAP to interested and affected
parties and any responses by the EAP to comments or inputs made by
interested or affected parties;
(k) an undertaking under oath or affirmation by the EAP in relation to the
level of agreement between the EAP and interested and affected parties
on the plan of study for undertaking the environment impact assessment

Noted

Noted

c) Public Participation Process
Please ensure that all issues raised and comments received during the
circulation of the draft Scoping Report from registered I&APs and organs
of state which have jurisdiction in respect of the proposed activity are
adequately addressed in the final Scoping Report. Proof of
correspondence with the various stakeholders must be included in the
final Scoping Report. Should you be unable to obtain comments. The
Public Participation Process must be conducted in terms of Regulation 39,
40, 41, 42, 43, & 44 of the EIA Regulations 2014.

Proof of correspondence with all
stakeholders is included in the Final
Scoping Report. An email was also
sent to all commenting authorities on
the 5 December 2016 notifying them of
the deadline for comment on the 9
December 2016. Feedback was
received from the City of Cape Town
and read receipts were received from
Cape Nature.

General
You are further reminded that the final Scoping Report to be submitted to
this Department must comply with all the requirements in terms of the
content of scoping reports in accordance with Appendix 2 (2) and
Regulation 21 (1) of the EIA Regulations 2014.
Further note that in terms of Regulation 45 of the EIA Regulations 2014,
this application will lapse if the applicant fails to meet any of the
timeframes prescribed in terms of these Regulations, unless an extension

Noted.

Noted, the Final Scoping Report will be
submitted to the department within the
prescribed timeframe.
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has been granted in terms of Regulation 3 (7).
You are hereby reminded of Section 24F of the National Environmental
Management Act, Act No. 107 of 1998 as amended, that no activity may
commence prior to an environmental authorization being granted by the
Department.

Noted.

Mr Sabelo Malaza
Chief Director: Integrated Environmental Authorisation
Department of Environmental Affairs
Letter signed by:Ms Sindiswa Dlomo
Designation: Acting Director: Integrated Environmental Authorisation
3

30 Nov
2016

Lesa le Grange
South
African
Heritage
Resources
Agency

MTN (Pty) Ltd proposed installing a submarine telecommunications
cable, referred to as the Africa Coast to Europe (ACE) cable system,
to link South Africa, the West Coast of Africa and Europe with key
international telecommunication hubs in Europe. MTN SA aims to
secure local landing permits to land the ACE Cable System as the
designated Landing Partner of the Cable System in South Africa and
has the required licenses to operate international telecommunication
infrastructure in the country
The applicant (MTN Pty Ltd) wishes to secure local landing permits to land
the Africa Coast to Europe (ACE) telecom cable at van Riebeeckstrand.
The offshore cable routes, exceeding 300m in length and traversing the
24 Nautical mile buffer zone which is SAHRA's remit, triggers Section 38
of the National Heritage Resources Act (No. 25 of 1999). SAHRA thanks
MTN for the opportunity to comment on the above application. Given that
it is noted in the Draft Scoping Report (DSR) that an unknown shipwreck
is located at 33°44.500'S, 18°22.000'E along the southern shallow water
alignment, SAHRA exacts the following terms and conditions relating to
the proposed work:
1. All efforts must be made to avoid damage and/or disturbance of
cultural heritage material along the offshore cable routes.

Noted

All efforts will be made to avoid cultural
heritage material along the offshore
cable routes. The proposed routes
have been surveyed and no heritage
resources have been identified other
than the possible wreck located along
the southern shallow water route
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alignment. The southern shallow water
alignment is not the proffered cable
alignment and as such no impact on
offshore
heritage
resources
is
expected.

2. Should any shipwreck or cultural heritage material be detected below
the high water mark via sonic scanning or other means, the position
must be recorded and SAHRA must be notified immediately. Work
must cease and may not commence until feedback has been
received from SAHRA.

Noted.
The
proposed
offshore
alignments have been surveyed and
scanned and no heritage resources
have been identified along the
preferred alignments. In the event that
a heritage resource is discovered all
work will cease immediately and
SAHRA will be notified.

3. It is noted that the southern shallow water alignment route is not
preferred from an installation and operational perspective. If,
however, circumstance change and the southern shallow water
alignment is used, the anomaly identified at 33°44.500'S,
18°22.000'E must be assessed. If the anomaly is found to be a
shipwreck, an Impact Assessment Report must be submitted to
SAHRA in terms of Section 38(2) of the Act. SAHRA must be
provided opportunity to comment on the Report before work may
commence.

Noted. The likelihood that the southern
shallow water alignment is selected is
very low given the presence of existing
sub marine cables which will need to
be crossed along this alignment. If the
southern alignment is used a detailed
assessment of the anomaly detected
will be compiled and submitted to
SAHRA for comment prior to work
commencing.

4. If shipwreck or cultural heritage material detected along the offshore
alignments is proven or suspected to be older than 60 years, a
permit shall be required from SAHRA before work may commence.

Noted.

5. Comment regarding actual or potential heritage impacts above the
high water mark must be sought from the Provincial Heritage
Authority (Heritage Western Cape).

Noted,
the
appointed
specialist will engage with
Western Cape for the
components
of
the
development.

heritage
Heritage
terrestrial
proposed
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6. Additional information regarding the wreck or anomaly must be
provided. Specifically, the name of the vessel (if known), any
associated chronological data, and the sources for this information
must be provided.

The anomaly identified during the
surveys of the shallow water
alignments was identified along the
southern route alignment which is not
the preferred shallow water alignment
for the ACE Cable System. As such,
no additional surveys or work will be
undertaken along the southern shallow
water alignment.

7. The section stating "SAHRA is the relevant heritage authority for all
heritage resources located under the low water mark" (p. 31 of the
DSR) must be amended to reflect that SAHRA's remit extends 24
Nautical miles seaward from the high water mark. The locality
information for the entirety of each offshore cable route alternative
must be uploaded to SAHRIS in .kml format.

Noted and this has been amended in
the Final Scoping Report. The .kml
files for the offshore alignment have
also been uploaded to SAHRIS as
requested.

8. The pending heritage impact assessment must evaluate each of the
alternative offshore route options.

Noted

9. All documentation relevant to the application must be uploaded to the
case on SAHRIS. Please note that SAHRA does not accept emailed
documents or hard copy documents via post.

Noted

Should you have any further queries, please contact the designated
official using the case number quoted above in the case header.

4

24 Oct
2016

Deon
Jeannes
Koeberg Nuclear
Plant

Response

Thank you for your comments to date.

Email to Mr Jeannes
Please could you confirm that the co-ordinates on the map attached are
correct for the offshore Public Exclusion Boundary (PEB) of Koeberg.
Although the proposed alignment of the ACE Cable System (sub marine
telecommunications cable) comes close to the PEB I want to make sure
that we don’t in fact enter the PEB on the proposed alignment.
Response from Mr Jeannes:
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I do not have the coordinates, so I cannot verify exactly if you have the
correct coordinates. Not sue if a maritime chart will provide exact
coordinates. But it looks like you have them correct. I have attached the
regulations. The figure attached looks like a good correlation with what
you have.

5

8 Dec
2016

Pat Titmuss
Regional
Manager
Environmental &
Heritage
Management:
Northern Region
(Blaauwberg
District) – email
received
from
Morne Theron

PROPOSED MTN MARINE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (ACE
CABLE SYSTEM) TO BE LANDED AT VAN RIEBEECKSTRAND,
MELKBOS ON THE WEST COAST OF SOUTH AFRICA: DRAFT
SCOPING REPORT
The abovementioned draft Scoping Report (DSR), dated November
2016, refers.


The City of Cape Town’s comment raised during Background
Information Document phase is accurately captured in Appendix
3: Comments and Responses report.

Noted with thanks.



The City is generally in agreement with the proposed Plan of
Study contained in Section 10 of the DSR, as well as the Terms of
Reference (ToR) for the specialist studies. However a number of
additions to the ToR are listed in the comment below.

Noted.

The following additional technical comment on draft Scoping Report
(DSR) has been received from the following City departments:
1.

City of Cape Town: City Parks
1.1. Both of the proposed alternatives affect land zoned as public
Open Space 2 (greenbelts –Erf 3094 and Erf 1084) and
potentially some street trees.

Noted.

1.2. It should be noted that a paved pathway across Erf 3094 (located
between Edward Crescent and Dunker Street) has been installed
by the City Parks Department which will be affected by route
Alternative A.

Noted.

1.3. Any interference, such as the removal of paving, that will

While the EAP appreciates the
comment made by City Parks we would
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negatively affect the integrity of the pathway will not be permitted.

like to point out that the alternatives
proposed will be assessed by a variety
of disciplines to identify the best
possible alternative which has the least
environmental impacts (biophysical,
social and economic drivers). Should
Alternative A prove to be the best
option, MTN will consult directly with
the City of Cape Town to establish if a
working solution can be found to
mitigate any impacts the project may
have on the pathway (financial
compensation or rebuilding of the
pathway).

1.4. From the information provided in the DSR it is unclear exactly to
what
extent
the
existing
street
trees
and/or
landscaping/infrastructure on the greenbelts will be affected

This information will be provided once
the specialists have assessed the
proposed route alternatives and will be
included in the Draft Environmental
Impact Assessment Report.

The City of Cape Town will therefore require the following:
I.

Identification of all trees (street as well as trees located within the
greenbelt), infrastructure (such as pathways) and landscaping
(grass, shrubs etc.) that will/may be affected by the proposed
installation at the fibre-optic cables. Location of the cables and
affected trees/infrastructure must be clearly mapped. Further
detailed information of the affected trees, such as specie, size,
age etc. should also be provided. Please note that no trenching
within 1.0m of the newly installed pathway will be permitted as it
may affect its integrity.

II.

A rehabilitation plan should be provided for the areas affected by
any activities that relate to the installation of the proposed cable.

Noted, this information will be provided
by the specialists appointed to assess
the proposed route alternatives.

Noted, mitigation measures to reduce
impacts on the affected areas will be
incorporated within the Environmental
Management
Programme
(EMPr)
which will be compiled for the
proposed development. A rehabilitation
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plan will also be provided as an
appendix to the EMPr.

The above required information should be included in the terms of
Reference of the Plan of Study and the findings included in the EIA
report. In addition the following should be included in the
Environmental Management Programmes:
 Permission shall be obtained from the Director: City Parks, prior to
the commencement of any work on the public open spaces.
 Relevant permits shall be obtained if any of the public open
spaces are required for hoarding/ storage purposes.

Noted.

Noted, all required approvals from the
City of Cape Town will be obtained
prior to construction commencing.

 Trees located on Council owned land may not be damaged nor
may they be pruned or removed without prior approval from the
Director: City Parks.
In the interim, the Branch expressed the opinion that Alternative B may
be a more appropriate option as it will have a lesser impact on existing
municipal services and infrastructure.

Noted. The assessment of the route
alternatives will be undertaken during
the impact assessment phase of the
EIA process and findings from these
assessments will guide the selection of
the final ACE Cable System alignment.

2. City of Cape Town: Environmental Resource Management
2.1 The City previously indicated that the Desirability and Need of
proposed activity is to be motivated, amongst other, in the terms
of provisions of the approved Cape Town Spatial Development
1
framework (2012) (CTSDF) and the Blaauwberg District Plan
2
(2012) (BDP). It is not sufficient to merely respond to this in
Appendix 3: Comments and Responses Report. The argument
must be included under Section 4: Need and Desirability of the
Scoping report. Failure to do this will result in the relevant

Noted, this information has now been
included in Section 4 of the Final
Scoping Report.

1

The City of Cape Town: Spatial Development Framework was approved by the Minister of Local Government, Environmental Affairs and Development planning Anton Bredell on 8 May 2012 (Province of the Western
Cap, Provincial Gazette, 6994, dd 18 May 2012) in terms of section 4(6) of the Land Use Planning Ordinance, Ord. 15 of 1985 and by the Council of the City of Cape Town on 28 May 2012 as a component of the
Integrated Development Plan (IDP), in terms of section 34 of the Municipal Systems Act, Act 32 of 2000.
2 The Blaauwberg District Plan was approved as a Structure Plan in terms of section 4(10) of the former Land Use Planning Ordinance, Ord. 15 o 1985 on 27 September 2012.
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information being lost as a mere footnote in Appendix 3:
Comments and Responses Report.
2.2 Similarly the City’s previous indication that both proposed cable
route alternatives will dissect sections of Critical Biodiversity
Areas (CBA) should have been included in Section 8.2 Beach and
Terrestrial Environment of the main Scoping report and not merely
in Appendix 3.

Noted, this information has now been
included in Section 8.2 of the Final
Scoping Report.

2.3 The impact of the development must be assessed in terms of
compliance with approved City of Cape Town: Environmental
3
Management Framework (EMF)’s management priorities. This
requirement must be included in the relevant specialists’ terms of
reference.

Noted. The specialist terms
reference have been updated
include this requirement.

2.4 The Draft Scoping Report states on pages 103-104 that a heritage
specialist study is to be undertaken. The EAP is cautioned to
confirm directly with Heritage Western Cape (HWC) as to the
outcome of the NID submission prior to the appointment of a
heritage specialist. The reason is twofold, namely to (1)
determined whether a heritage study is indeed required and (2) to
ensure that the terms of reference of the heritage specialist study
is identified upfront for inclusion to the Proposed Plan of Study.
For convenience the relevant HWC contact details are as follows:
Mr
Zwelibanzi
Shiceka
Email
Zwelibanzi.Shiceka@westerncape.gov.za Tel: 021 483 9692 or
Mr
Andrew
September
Email
Andrew.september@weeterncape.gov.za Tel: 021 483 9543.

Noted with thanks. We have engaged
with both Heritage Western Cape
(HWC) and the South African Heritage
Resources Agency to ensure that the
heritage study covers all of their
requirements.

2.5 As indicated during the BID, both proposed landfall site alternatives
A and B are situated between the 1 - 5km Precautionary Action
Zone (PAZ) boundary of the Koeberg Nuclear Power Station
(KNPS). The Disaster Risk Management Centre (DRMC) is the
custodian (on behalf of the City of Cape Town) for the execution
of the Koeberg Nuclear Power Station Radiological Release
Hazard Disaster Risk Management Plan (RRR) and is tasked with
the responsibility of ensuring that the public safety arrangements
are in place in the case of a nuclear emergency and that individual

Noted.

of
to

3 The City of Cape Town: Environmental Management Framework, being a component of the Blaauwberg District Plan, was adopted by the Provincial Minister for Local Government, Environmental Affairs and
Development Planning, in terms of Regulation 5(4) of the Environmental Framework Regulations (2010) (Government Notice 33306) on 26 August 2013 [P.N. 297/2013, dd 13 September 2013].
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citizens are not endangered with particular emphasis on the
population residing and working in the UPZ of the 0 - 16km area
from the KNPS.

3

According to information received from the EAP (refer to Appendix
7 of the DSR) the highest on-shore population increase
associated with this development, amounts to 50 people which will
be experienced during the construction phase.

Noted.

Be advised that the projected population increase associated with
this new development was tested against the Koeberg Nuclear
Power Station Traffic Evacuation Model (TEM). It is herewith
confirmed that the TEM indicated the 50 people could be
evacuated within the required evacuation period.

Noted with thanks.

City of Cape Town: Utility Directorate: Water & Sanitation Branch
3.1 The City of Cape Town: Water and Sanitation department
previously indicated that the proposed cable design should ensure
that it does not conflict or impact on the Water and Sanitation
services along the short onshore cable route alternatives. A
wayleave needs to be applied for via the City of Cape town:
Transport for Cape Town to ensure the aforementioned is
achieved. Wayleave conditions will be imposed at the time of
application.

All
approvals
and
way-leave
requirements will be applied for once
the final route alignment has been
selected based on the outcomes of the
impact assessment phase of the EIA
process.

3.2 The City of Cape Town: Water Branch subsequently confirmed that
no bulk water infrastructure under the control of the City’s Bulk
Water Branch exists in the immediate vicinity of the proposed
cable routes.

Noted with thanks.

3.2.1 The Bulk Water furthermore indicated that, as no anticipated
water demand (i.e. AADD, peak week average daily demand)
were provided by the EAP, the Branch is unable to confirm
whether of not the City of Cape Town’s bulk supply system has
sufficient water resource, treatment, bulk storage and
conveyance capacity to supply the development (if water is
indeed required)

Noted, no water will be required for the
proposed
development
during
operation and during construction
water demand will be minimal (less
than 20,000 litres for the duration of
construction).

3.3 For ease of reference the attached Figure 1 illustrate the
approximate position of the other municipal infrastructure (e.g.

Noted and
information.

thank

you

for

this
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manholes and water reticulation)

Response
sever

raiser

mains,

sewer

The abovementioned comment must be included in the final Scoping
Report. Kindly submit the final Scoping Report (once available) to this
office in the form of 1 x hard copy and 1xCD version.

Noted. A hard and electronic copy of
the Final Scoping Report will be
submitted to your office.

Map
6

9 Dec
2016

Adri La Meyer –
Department of
Environmental
Affairs and
Development
Planning
Western
Cape
Government

COMMENT ON THE DRAFT SCOPING REPORT FOR THE PROPOSED
MTN MARINE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (ACE CABLE
SYSTEM) TO BE LANDED AT VAN RIEBEECKSTRAND,
MELKBOSSTRAND
1

The Draft Scoping Report (“DSR”) dated November 2016 that was
received by the Department on 7 November 2016, refers. The
following consolidated comment from various Directorates within the
Department is hereby offered.

2

Directorate: Development Management (Region 1) – Melanese
Schippers (Melanese.Schippers@westerncape.gov.za; Tel: (021)
483 8349):

Noted.

2.1 The Final Scoping Report (“FSR”) to be submitted to the competent
authority and the Draft Environmental Impact Assessment (“EIA”)
Report must provide clarity as to whether Activity 15 of Government
Notice (“GN”) No. R. 983 of 4 December 2014 is triggered by the
proposed development and if it should be applied for. This is due to
the proposed development being located within coastal public
property.

Following further review of the listed
activities, Activity 15 of Government
Notice (“GN”) No. R. 983 of 4
December 2014 has been included in
the application as the proposed
development is located within the
coastal public property. Please see
Table 2 of the Final Scoping Report.

2.2 The diameter of the proposed marine telecommunications cable
must be included in the activity description.

Noted, this information has now been
included in the activity description.

2.3 It is noted that vegetation types occurring along the proposed cable
route have been identified as Atlantis Sand Fynbos, Cape Seashore
Vegetation and Cape Flats Dune Strandveld.
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2.3.1 Section 8.2.2 of the DSR indicates that the Atlantis Sand Fynbos
vegetation type is considered to be “vulnerable” from a conservation
perspective. Please note that this vegetation type has been classified
as a critical endangered ecosystem in terms of the National
Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act, 2004 (Act No. 10 of
2004): List of Threatened Ecosystems in Need of Protection,
December 2011.

Noted.

2.3.2 As such, the statement on Section 8.2.2 is incorrect and must be
updated to reflect the correct status.

This statement has been updated in
the report as requested.

2.4 Please note that comment from the Department of Water and
Sanitation and Heritage Western Cape is essential in order to ensure
that the specialist studies as included in the Plan of Study for EIA will
include all the relevant requirements. Comment from the
abovementioned authorities must be obtained and included in the
FSR to be submitted to the competent authority.

Heritage Western Cape (HWC) and the
South African Heritage Resources
Agency have been consulted to ensure
that the heritage study covers all of
their requirements. To date we have
had no feedback from the Department
of Water and Sanitation but we have
appointed a locally based Wetland
specialist to assist with the Water Use
License application process (Fresh
Water Consulting Group).

2.5 It is noted that CapeNature has not been included in the list of
registered interested and affected Parties (“I&APs”), but that a copy
of the DSR has been provided to CapeNature for comment. Please
note that CapeNature must be listed as a registered I&AP and that all
subsequent reports must be submitted to CapeNature for comment.

CapeNature (Rhett Smart) is included
in the list of registered I&APs. All
documents and reports, submitted to
date, have been submitted to
CapeNature for comment and review.

2.6 Proof of public participation conducted must be included in the FSR
to be submitted to the competent authority. The proof must include,
inter alia, a copy of the newspaper advertisement that was placed,
indicating the name of the newspaper and date of publication,
photographs showing the notice(s) displayed on the site and a copy
of the text displayed on the notice, and proof of the various methods
of I&AP notification (e.g. electronic mail delivery reports, “mail drop”
signed register, registered and/or regular mailing list from the post

Noted, please see Section 7 of the
Final Scoping Report and Appendices
2-4 for proof of public participation
conducted to date.
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office, facsimile reports, etc.).
3

Directorate:
Waste
Management
–
Stefan
Milandri
(Stefan.Milandri@westerncape.gov.za; Tel: (021) 483 4086):

3.1 The waste management hierarchy (reduction, re-use and recycling of
waste) must be implemented to ensure that the disposal of waste
should only be considered as a last resort.

Noted, this will be specified in the
Environmental
Management
Programme (EMPr) which will be
compiled
during
the
impact
assessment phase of the EIA.

3.1.1 All waste generated during the construction and installation of the
terrestrial section of the ACE cable system which cannot be re-used
or recycled, must be disposed of at a licensed waste disposal facility.

Noted, this will be a specification within
the EMPr.

3.1.2 Cognisance must be taken of Schedule 3 of the National
Environmental Management: Waste Act, 2008 (Act No. 59 of 2008)
which defines and identifies categories and types of waste. Both
Categories A and B of Schedule 3 identify dredging spoil as waste
that could either be classified as hazardous or general waste. The
disposal of dredging spoil from trenching operations must be done in
accordance with the legislative requirements for the specific waste
type.

Noted, following review of the National
Environmental Management: Waste
Act, 2008 (Act No. 59 of 2008), the
proposed development does not trigger
the need for a waste license. The
disposal of spoil (excess sand once the
trench is backfilled) will, however, take
place according to the legislative
requirements which will be outlined in
the EMPr.

3.2 The storage of hazardous and general waste in excess of 80m³ and
100m³ respectively, excluding the storage of waste in lagoons or the
temporary storage of such waste, would require the applicant to
comply with GN No. 926 of 29 November 2013: National Norms and
Standards for the Storage of Waste.

Noted.

3.3 The Environmental Management Programme to be included with the
EIA Report must address the prevention and management of
potential leaks and spillages of hazardous substances. Any
hazardous substances and fuel must be kept in storage areas that
are bunded and with a capacity to contain 110% of the volume of any
hazardous substances and fuel. Alternatively, if portable fuel tanks
are used, drip trays must be used during refuelling and the integrity

Noted. The EMPr which will be
compiled will address all of the items.
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of said tanks must be maintained.

7

8

9 Dec
2016

12 Dec
2016

Dr Alan Boyd
Director:
Biodiversity and
Coastal Research
Department of
Environmental
Affairs
Herman
Oosthuizen

4

Please direct all enquiries to the officials indicated in this
correspondence should you require any clarity on any of the
issues/comments provided. Please include the Department of
Environmental Affairs’ reference number in future correspondence.

Noted with thanks.

5

The Department reserves the right to revise initial comments and
request further information based on new information received.

Noted.

I am in Mexico forcan International meeting. Please follow upnwith
Herman Oosthuizen of Research annd Lindelani Mudau of Management.
Oosthuiz@environment.gov.za
Lmudau2@environment.gov.za

I am not able to provide comments as I do not have a copy of the report.
Is it too large to be send by email or is there a website that I can download
the report?

Biodiversity and
Coastal Research
Department of
Environmental
Affairs
9

13 Dec
2016

Rhett Smart
Scientist: Land Use
Advisor
CapeNature

Ms M Straeuli spoke to Mr H
Oosthuizen, to inquire about the
hardcopy of the report and if he and Mr
A Boyd had any comments.

Ms M Straeuli informed Mr H
Oosthuizen that the report was found
on
ACER
(Africa)’s
website
www.acerafrica.co.za and that there
should be a hard copy of the report in
the department.

Draft Scoping Report for the Proposed MTN Marine Telecommunications
System (ACE Cable System), van Riebeeckstrand, Melkbosstrand, Cape
Town
(DEA&DP ref: 16/3/1/1/A2/30/3067/14)
CapeNature would like to thank you for the opportunity to comment on the
proposed development and would like to make the following comments.
Please note that our comments only pertain to the biodiversity related
impacts and not to the overall desirability of the proposed development.

Noted.

The proposal is for a marine telecommunications cable landing in along
the Atlantic coastline north of Cape Town. Various alternative landing
locations were selected and screened for feasibility. The two landings at
Yzerfontein and at Melkbosstrand main beach were screened out due to
44
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the proximity to existing marine cables. The remaining three landings were
at van Riebeeckstrand/Duynefontein. The southernmost landing site was
screened out as it was considered the most sensitive dune environment.
The two landing alternatives taken forward were the two at Duynefontein,
from which the two terrestrial cable alignment alternatives were designed,
both of them terminating at the proposed cable landing station (CLS) in
Duynefontein. As the two alternatives both follow the same alignment in
the middle section before separating again, the terrestrial cable alignment
can therefore be divided into four alternatives when considering the
variations, or otherwise two alternatives for the first section and another
two alternatives for the second section.

From initial screening and observations
on site, a wetland will be impacted by
the proposed development. As such,
the impacts on this wetland will be
assessed
during
the
impact
assessment phase of the EIA.

As indicated in the Draft Scoping Report, both of the landing alternatives
traverse a section of Other Natural which consists of the coastal dune
system. Alternative A is aligned adjacent to Critical Biodiversity Area
(CBA) 1b according to the Biodiversity Network (BioNet) for the City of
Cape Town in the section before it reaches the CLS, which is also
classified as CBA in the draft internal version of the provincial biodiversity
spatial plan. As indicated on the supporting maps, the natural vegetation
that does/would have occurred along the alignments is Cape Flats Dune
Strandveld (Endangered) and Atlantis Sand Fynbos (Critically
Endangered).

Noted with thanks.

No wetlands have been mapped along the alignment on the BioNet,
although it should be noted that sensitive wetlands have been recorded in
the vicinity of the two alternative landings.

The Plan of Study for EIA indicates that a vegetation and ecological
specialist study, a fisheries specialist study, a wetlands specialist study
and a beach and coastal dune dynamics specialist study will be
undertaken. The above listed specialist studies should adequately
address the biodiversity related impacts associated with the project.

Noted. The appointed specialists will
have experience in coastal dune
systems.

It must be ensured that the beach and coastal dune dynamics specialist
report informs the vegetation and ecological specialist study and/or is
undertaken by a specialist with experience in coastal dune systems, as
the primary affected habitat will be the coastal dune system.

Noted.
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In terms of the impacts on coastal and marine ecosystems, CapeNature’s
mandate extends up to the high water mark of the sea and not below
unless it is within a marine protected area managed by CapeNature. It is
therefore trusted that the impacts on the coastal and marine environment
will be adequately assessed and reviewed by the relevant authorities.

Noted.

It is evident that specialist input has already gone into the screening study
to screen out the various alternatives. The specialist studies must refer to
all of the alternatives assessed prior to screening in order to provide the
necessary information and motivation for screening these alternatives out,
particularly where the motivation for screening these alternatives was
biodiversity-related impacts.

The various alternatives considered
during screening have been screened
out following an assessment of the
biophysical, economic and social
environments. This initial screening
was undertaken by MTN, ACER and
external consultants with knowledge of
the area. Of the alternatives which
have been excluded from further
assessment, most were excluded due
to operational constraints (presence of
existing cables, lack of suitable land
routes to reach the CLS site in
Duynefontein)
although
the
Yzerfontein Alternative was excluded
due
to
both
operational
and
environmental constraints. As such,
the proposed specialist studies which
are to be conducted will only focus on
the alternatives currently under
consideration.

In addition to providing landing location alternatives and terrestrial cable
alignment alternatives, technology alternatives should be presented and
assessed. In particular with regard to the methodology of laying the cable
in the section between where it makes landfall to beyond the coastal dune
system, as this can affect the level of disturbance to the system and
hence the significance of the impacts on biodiversity.

Technology alternatives are limited in
terms of the project infrastructure to be
utilised for the proposed development.
The specialist studies commissioned
will, however, assess the proposed
development
and
technology
alternatives. It is a requirement that
these
specialist
studies
“Make
recommendations
on
alternatives
where additional alternatives could be
implemented
to
avoid
negative
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impacts”.

10

14 Dec
2016

Herman
Oosthuizen
Biodiversity and
Coastal Research
Department of
Environmental
Affairs

In conclusion, CapeNature will comment in further detail on the
development proposal and various alternatives in the EIA Phase once the
specialist reports are made available. We will also comment on the Final
Scoping Report to assess any amendments on the proposed way forward.
CapeNature reserves the right to revise initial comments and request
further information based on any additional information that may be
received.
I have spoken to Alan and he had made some comments. I am trying to
trace what happened with the comments and if it is incorporated in the
report. I have also tried to get hold of the hard copy send to Alan but with
no success. I will try to download the report from the website.

Noted with thanks.

Thank you, we are looking forward to
your comments.
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Record of attempts to receive comments from Commenting Authorities
DRAFT SCOPING REPORT PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD
(7 NOVEMBER 2016 – 9 DECEMBER 2016)
PROPOSED MARINE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (ACE CABLE SYSTEM) TO BE LANDED AT VAN
RIEBEECKSTRAND ON THE WEST COAST OF SOUTH AFRICA
During the Public and Authority review period for the Draft Scoping Report the following key stakeholders were
provided with hard copies of the Draft Scoping Report:
1.

Department of Environmental Affairs
Ms Sindiswa Dlomo
Email:
Sdlomo@environment.gov.za

2.

Department of Environmental Affairs – Biodiversity Oceans and Coast Division
Mr Alan Boyd
Email:
ajboyd@environment.gov.za

3.

Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning, Western Cape Government
Mrs Adri La Meyer
Email:
Adri.LaMeyer@westerncape.gov.za

4.

City of Cape Town (Energy, Environment and Spatial Planning Division)
Ms Pat Titmuss
Email:
pat.titmuss@capetown.gov.za

5.

CapeNature (Theewaterskloof, Overstrand & Stellenbosch)
Mr Rhett Smart
Email:
rsmart@capenature.co.za

6.

Department of Water Affairs & Sanitation
Mr Warren Dreyer
Email:
danielsd@dws.gov.za

7.

Department of Forestry and Fisheries
Mr Rob Leslie
Email:
robl@daff.gov.za

The following authorities and key stake holders were emailed on the 5 December 2016 requesting that they provide
comment on the Draft Scoping Report prior to the end of the legislated comment period.

1

Name
Mr Alan Boyd

2

Mrs Adri La Meyer

3

Ms Pat Titmuss and Mr Morne Theron

4
5
6
7

Mr Rhett Smart
Mr Warren Dreyer
Mr Rob Leslie
Mr Johann Augustyn

Organisation
Department of Environmental Affairs – Biodiversity Oceans and
Coast Division
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning,
Western Cape Government
City of Cape Town (Energy, Environment and Spatial Planning
Division)
CapeNature (Theewaterskloof, Overstrand & Stellenbosch)
Department of Water Affairs & Sanitation
Department of Forestry and Fisheries
SA Deep Sea Trawling Industry Association
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On Thursday the 24 of November 2016 Ms M Straeuli phoned Mr Johann Augustyn from the South African Deep-Sea
Trawling Industry Association to confirm their receipt of the MTN ACE Cable System DSR and to request comment
from the association with regards to the proposed development. This was followed by an email as outlined below:

His emailed response was as follows:
49

The following authorities and key stake holders were emailed on the 12 December 2016 requesting that they provide
comment on the Draft Scoping Report prior to the end of the legislated comment period.

1

Name
Mr Alan Boyd and Herman Oosthuizen

2

Mr Rhett Smart

Organisation
Department of Environmental Affairs – Biodiversity Oceans and
Coast Division
CapeNature (Theewaterskloof, Overstrand & Stellenbosch)

3

Mr Warren Dreyer

Department of Water Affairs & Sanitation

4

Mr Rob Leslie

Department of Forestry and Fisheries
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These authorities also received a hardcopy letter sent on the 13 December 2016
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3

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES REPORT 3: FINAL SCOPING REPORT REVIEW PERIOD

PROPOSED MARINE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (ACE CABLE SYSTEM) TO BE LANDED AT VAN
RIEBEECKSTRAND ON THE WEST COAST OF SOUTH AFRICA

Comments have been received from the following stakeholders since submission of the Final Scoping Report

1
2
3
4

Name
Mr Mxolisi Dlamuka
Sabelo Malaza
Hester Lyons
Alan Boyd

Organisation
Heritage Western Cape
Department of Environmental Affairs
Department of Water and Sanitation
Department of Environmental Affairs – Ocean and Coasts
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No

Date

Name
and
Organisation

Comment

1

23
November
2016

Mr
Mxolisi
Dlamuka
CEO:
Heritage
Western Cape

NOTIFICATION
OF
INTENT
TO
DEVELOP:
PROPOSED
INSTALLATION OF A SUBMARINE TELECOMMUNICATION CAVLE
(AFRICA COAST TO EUTOPE CABLE SYSTEM) LINKING SOUTH
AFRICA, THE WEST COAST OF AFRICA & EUROPE ON ERF 3619,
VAN
RIEBEEKSTRAND
&
DUTNEFONTEIN
OFF
R27,
MELKBOSSTAND SUBMITTED IN TERMS OF SECTION 38(8) OF THE
NATIONAL HERITAGE RESOURCES ACT (ACT 25 OF 1999)

Response

The matter above has reference.
Heritage Western Cape is in receipt of your application for the above
matter received on 17 October 2016. This matter was discussed at the
Heritage Officers meeting held on 2 November 2016.
The matter above has reference.
You are hereby notified that, since there is no reason to believe that the
PROPOSED installation of a submarine telecommunication cable (Africa
Coast to Europe cable system) linking South Africa, the West Coast of
Africa & Europe, will impact on heritage resources, no further action under
Section 38 of the National Heritage Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999) is
required.

Thank-you for your feedback. Please
note that as requested should any
heritage resources be discovered during
construction all works will be stopped
and Heritage Western Cape will be
notified immediately.
(Please note that this letter was only
received by the EAP from the appointed
Heritage specialist after submission of
the Final Scoping Report to the DEA.)

However, should any heritage resources, including evidence of graves
and human burials, archaeological material and paleontological material
be discovered during the execution of the activities above, all works must
be stopped immediately and Heritage Western Cape must be notified
without delay.
This letter does not exonerate the applicant from obtaining any necessary
approval from any other applicable statutory authority.
HWC reserves the right to request additional information as required.
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Date

Name
and
Organisation

Comment

2

8 February
2017

Mr Sabelo Malaza
Chief
Director:
Integrated
Environmental
Authorisations
Department
of
Environmental
Affairs
(Letter signed by
Ms
Sindiswa
Dlomo
–
Designation:
Acting
Director:
Integrated
Environmental
Authorisations)

APPLICATION
FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL
AUTHORISATION:
PROPOSED MARINE TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM (ACE CABLE
SYSTEM) TO BE LANDED AT VAN RIEBEECKSTRAND ON THE
WEST COAST, WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE

Response

The Final Scoping Report (FSR) and Plan of Study for Environmental
Impact Assessment dated January 2017 and received by the Department
on 11 January 2017 refer.
The Department has evaluated the submitted FSR and the Plan of Study
for Environmental Impact Assessment dated January 2017 and is satisfied
that the documents comply with the minimum requirements of the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Regulations, 2014. The FSR is
hereby accepted by the Department in terms of regulation 22(1)(a) of the
EIA Regulations, 2014.

Noted with thanks.

You may proceed with the environmental impact assessment process in
accordance with the tasks contemplated in the Plan of Study for
Environmental Impact Assessment, as required in terms of the EIA
Regulations, 2014.

Noted.

All comments and recommendations made by all stakeholders and
Interested and Affected Parties (I&APs) in the draft SR and submitted as
part of the final SR must be taken into consideration when preparing the
Environmental Impact Assessment report (EIAr) in respect of the
proposed development. Please ensure that all mitigation measures and
recommendations in the specialist studies are addressed and included in
the EIAr and Environmental Management Programme (EMPr).

Noted, all comments received by
stakeholders have been addressed and
mitigation measures put forward by the
specialists included in the Environmental
Management Programme (EMPr).

Please ensure that comments from all the relevant stakeholders are
submitted to the Department with the draft and final Environmental Impact
Assessment Report (EIAr). This includes but is not limited to CapeNature,
the Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning, City
of Cape Town, Eskom, South African Heritage Resources Agency
(SAHRA), Telkom, the Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS), the
Department of Agriculture Forest and Fisheries (DAFF) and the

Please note that all stakeholder
comments
received
have
been
incorporated
into
the
Draft
Environmental
Impact
assessment
Report (DEIAR). Where comments have
not been received from relevant
authorities ACER will endeavour to
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No

Date

Name
and
Organisation

Comment

Response

Department of Environmental Affairs: Biodiversity, Oceans and Coast
Division. Proof of correspondence with the various stakeholders must be
included in the EIAr. Should you be unable to obtain the comments within
the legislated timeframes, proof of submission of the report or the
attempts that were made to obtain comments must be included in draft
and final EIAr.

obtain comments from these authorities
and include all such correspondence in
the reports submitted.

In addition, the following must be addressed in the EIAr:
a) Please ensure that the EIAr and EMPr comply with Appendix 3 and
Appendix 4 of Regulation 2014, before submission to the
Department. You are also required to address all issues raised by
organs of state and I&APs prior to the submission of the EIAr to the
Department, particularly comments received from: Telkom,
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning,
CapeNature, SAHARA and City of Cape Town.
b) Ensure that a hard copy if the draft EIAr is submitted to Mr Herman
Oosthuizen (Department of Environmental Affairs: Biodiversity,
Oceans and Coast Division) for comment.

c)

d)

e)

Noted, these conditions have been
addressed in the DEIAR and all
comments received from Stakeholders
have been incorporated and addressed
in the DEIAR.

Noted and we will do so. Following
correspondence with Mr Oosthuizen he
has requested that the report be
submitted to Mr Alan Boyd for comment.

The Department has noted that the application form has been
amended to include activity 15 of GN R.983 of Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulation, 2014, as per the Department of
Environmental Affairs and Development Planning’s commenting
letter dated 9 December 2016; however the amended application
form is not original signed. You are therefore requested to submit an
original signed amended application form with the draft EIAr.
Comments from City of Cape Town dated 12 December 2016 must
be taken into consideration when compiling the EMPr.

Noted, an original signed application has
been submitted in Appendix 1 of the
DEIAR.

A Risk Assessment and Emergency/Evacuation Management Plan
for the marine telecommunications system (during construction and
operational phases) must be attached to the EIAr.

Noted, please see Appendix 7 of the
DEIAR for the Risk Assessment and
Emergency/Evacuation
Management

Noted the comments from the City of
Cape Town have been taken into
consideration when compiling the EMPr.
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and
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Response
Plan

f)

An environmental sensitivity map indicating environmental sensitive
areas and features identified during the EIA process must be
included in the EIAr.
A map combining the final layout superimposed (overlain) on the
environmental sensitivity map.

Noted, please see Chapter 10 of the
DEIAR and Appendix 8

Please ensure that the draft and final EIAr included at least one A3
regional map of the area and that the locality maps included in the draft
and final EIAr illustrate all the major development components which
require environmental authorisation. The maps must be of acceptable
quality and as a minimum, have the following attributes:

Noted, please see Appendix 8 of the
DEIAR

g)










Noted please see Chapter 10 and
Appendix 8 of the DEIAR.

Maps are relatable to one another;
Cardinal points;
Co-ordinates;
Legible legends;
Indicate alternatives;
Latest land cover;
Vegetation types of the study area; and
A3 size locality map.

You are further reminded to comply with regulation 23 (1), (2), (3), (4) and
(5) of the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations (2014). Should
you fail to meet any of the timeframes stipulated in Regulation 21 (1) of
the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations (2014), your
application will lapse.

Noted.

You are requested to submit two (2) copies if the Environmental Impact
Assessment Report (EIAr) to the Department and at least two (2)
electronic copies (CD/DVD) of the complete draft and final report with the

Noted and we will do so.
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Date

Name
and
Organisation

Comment

Response

hard copy documents.
You are hereby reminded of Section 24F of the National Environmental
Management Act, Act No 107 of 1998, as amended, that no activity may
commence prior to an environmental authorisation being granted by the
Department.
3

21
2017

Feb

Hester Lyons
Designation:
Control Industrial
Technician
Department
of
Water
and
Sanitation

DRAFT
SCOPING
REPORT
FOR
PROPOSED
MARINE
TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM (ACE CABLE SYSTEM) TO BE
LANDED AT VAN RIEBEECKSTRAND ON THE WEST COAST OF
SOUTH AFRICA
Reference is made to the above-mentioned document dated 07 November
2016.
This Department has perused the abovementioned documents and has
noted that the proposed activities trigger a water use in terms of section
21 (c) impeding or diverting the flow of water in a watercourse and section
21 (i) altering the bed, banks, course or characteristics of a watercourse of
the National Water Act, 1998 (Act 36 of 1998). This is due to the proposed
landing alternatives for the ACE cable system crossing a wetland area.

Please advise your client to apply for a Water Use Authorisation from this
Department prior to commencing with any of the activities. As per
Government Gazette No. 40229 in Government Notice 509 dated 28
August 2016, a Risk Matrix must be submitted as part of the Water Use
Authorisation application.

4

28 March
2017

Alan Boyd
Department
of
Environmental
Affairs – Ocean
and Coasts

Noted and this condition will be abided
by.

Please note that EIA information matters should be shared through Mr
Lindelani Mudau and Ms Fhumulani Angweni of the Integrated Coastal
Management Section of the Oceans and Coasts Branch of the DEA.

Thank you for your comment on the
Draft Scoping Report. Please note that a
Risk Assessment Matrix for the
Proposed Marine Telecommunications
Cable System to be landed at Van
Riebeeckstrand on the West Coast of
South Africa was submitted to the
Department of Water and Sanitation
Western Cape Regional Office (Bellville)
nd
on the 2 of December 2016.
A General Authorisation application,
based on the findings of the Risk
Assessment Matrix was submitted on
the 16 January 2017 and received by
the Department of Water and Sanitation
Western Cape Regional Office on the 27
January 2017 (proof of submission and
receipt is included in Appendix 1 of this
report).
Pers.comm. – Mr. Boyd said that the
report should not be sent to Mr Hermann
Oosthuizen or himself but rather to Mr.
Mudau as stated in the email sent on the
28 March 2017 (email attached below)
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All Interested and Affected Parties on the project database where sent a notification via email of the availability of the
Final Scoping Report.
Below is the Email log of the email sent out on the 9 January 2017 announcing the availability of the Final Scoping
Report:
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Record of attempts to receive comments from Commenting Authorities
DAFF
was
contacted again to
receive
a
response
which
ACER has not yet
received.
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63
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4

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES REPORT 4: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT
REVIEW PERIOD

PROPOSED MARINE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (ACE CABLE SYSTEM) TO BE LANDED AT VAN
RIEBEECKSTRAND ON THE WEST COAST OF SOUTH AFRICA

Comments have been received from the following stakeholders since submission of the Draft Environmental
Impact Assessment Report

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
Clive Roos
Deon Jeannes
Sabelo Malaza
Lesa la Grange
Adri La Meyer
Ms. S Ndundane
Hester Lyons
Pat Titmuss

9

Mrs Smokie La Grange

Organisation
Transport and Public Works Western Cape Government
Koeberg Power Station
Department of Environmental Affairs

South African Heritage Resources Agency
Western Cape Government
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry
Department of Water and Sanitation
City of Cape Town – Environment & Heritage
Management
Melkbosstrand Ratepayers Association
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No

Date

1

4
2017

2

18
2017

Name
and
Organisation

Comment

April

Clive Roos

April

Head: Ministry of
Transport
and
Public Works
Western
Cape
Government
Deon Jeannes

By direction of Mr Donald Grant, Provincial Minister of Transport and
Public Works, I acknowledge receipt of your correspondence, the contents
which have been noted.

Nuclear
Environmental
Manager
Nuclear Support
Generation
Koeberg
Power
Station

Response

Thank you for including the Minister in the call for comment.

Dear EAP,
Please take into account my comments below related to the above
mentioned project:
Eskom notes that Erf 3619 will need to be rezoned for the proposed
project. We note the statement made by the City “The cable’s proposed
end destination being Erf 3619, Duynefontein, is zoned Community (CO1)
reserved for a Place of Worship” and the EAP response “Noted. MTN has
purchased this property and is currently in the process of having the
zonation changed. This process does form part of this environmental
authorisation and as such is not included in this Draft Scoping Report”.
Also, we note from the CRR that Erf 1084 and Remainder Erf 1476 where
the cable makes landfall is zoned Open Space (OS 2). The CRR shows
the response as “it is anticipated that the consent uses: utility service and
underground rights should apply to this project”.

Please note that in accordance with the CoCT SDF:
No new development is permissible within the PAZ (as defined above)
other than development that is directly related to the siting, construction,
operation and decommissioning of the KNPS or that is a result of the
exercising of existing zoning rights. On this basis, no application for
enhanced development rights (rezoning, subdivision, departure from land
use, or Council’s consent, including application for a guesthouse or
second dwelling) that will increase the transient or permanent resident

Thank you for your comment with
regards to the proposed marine
telecommunications system.
Please note that the property where
MTN anticipates to construct the Cable
Landing Station and the actual
construction of the CLS does not form
part of this EIA as we are only looking at
the landing and installation of the cable
to the proposed CLS site. Negotiations
with regards to the rezoning of this
property for the CLS site is being
undertaken by MTN as a separate
process and in the event that they are
not granted approval for the CLS at the
proposed site the on shore alignment for
the cable may change in due course
should the CLS have to be moved
outside of the PAZ.
In terms of the above it must be noted
that ACER has identified that some of
the proposed land cable alignment does
cross land owned by Eskom and we
have been advised to contact Mr Gert
Greef with regards to obtaining servitude
agreements with Eskom. Mr Greef is
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No

Date

Name
and
Organisation

Comment

Response

population, and that is not directly related to the siting, construction,
operation and decommissioning of the KNPS, can be approved.
Furthermore, the projected population within the PAZ must be evacuated
within four hours from the time that an evacuation order is given, as
demonstrated by means of a traffic evacuation model approved by Council
and acceptable to the National Nuclear Regulator (NNR).

aware of the project and we are awaiting
formal response from Eskom in terms of
the servitude agreements for the
proposed cable alignment.

The PAZ is defined at the 5km zone around Koeberg Power Station.
Should it not be shown and agreed that the land use change will not
increase the transient and permanent population, the CoCT will not
approve the rezoning of Erf 3619 and the consent use on Erf 1084 and
Remainder on Erf 1475 as these properties fall within the 5km PAZ and
will require new development rights.

Please can the section on Legislation in your EIR take into account land
use policy and legislation such as the CoCT SDF and the potential
impacts on your development.

In terms of the proposed cable
alignment the CoCT have approved the
emergency evacuation plans put forward
for construction and installation of the
cable as there will be no net increase in
population in the PAZ once construction
is complete (once again it must be noted
that the EIA does not include the
construction of the CLS site).

As per your request a statement along
these lines has been included in the
Final Environmental Impact Assessment
Report which takes into account land
use policy and legislation surrounding
the KNPS.
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No

Date

Name
and
Organisation

Comment

3

2 May 2017

Mr
Malaza

COMMENTS
ON
THE
DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT
REPORT
FOR
THE
PROPOSED
TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM (ACE CABLE SYSTEM)
LANDED AT VAN RIEBEEKSTRAND ON THE WEST
WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE

Sabelo

Chief
Director:
Integrated
Environmental
Authorisations
Department
of
Environmental
Affairs
(Letter signed by
Ms
Sindiswa
Dlomo
–
Designation:
Acting
Director:
Integrated
Environmental
Authorisations)
Department
of
Environmental
Affairs

Response
IMPACT
MARINE
TO BE
COAST,

The application form and draft Environmental Impact Assessment Report
(EIAr) dated April 2017 and received by the Department on 3 April 2017
refer.

This letter serves to inform you that the following information must be
included to the final EIAr
(a) Public Participation Process
The following information must be submitted with the final EIAr.


Proof of submission of draft EIAr to interested and Affected
parties (I&AP’s) and organ of state which have jurisdiction in
respect of the proposed activity:

Noted



Copies of comments received during the draft EIA comment
period from I&APs and organ of state which have jurisdiction
in respect of the proposed activity; and

The proof of submission of the draft EIAr
is shown by the DHL Recipts added
below the C&RR table.



A comment and response report, which must include all
comments received and responses provided to all comments
received during the public participation process for the draft
EIAr, including all official comments received from this
Department.

The coppies of the comments received
is found in Appendix 3 of the the EIA
report. All the comments and relevent
correspondence is
recorded in this
document, for the entire EIA process.
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(b) Specialist Declaration of Interest
An original signed specialist declaration of interest form must be submitted
for all specialist studies conducted.

The
Original
Signed
Specialist
Declarations of Interest are included in
Appendix 5 of the EIA report.

(c) EMPr
(d) The Department has noted that the EMPr had been submitted as
part of the content of the EIAr under Chapter 10. However the
draft EMPr does not comply with Appendix 4 of the EIA
Regulation 2014. The submitted EMPr must be amended to
include the following :

Noted.



Details of the EAP who prepared the report

Included in the EMPr see Appendix 8 of
the EIAR



The expertise of that EAP to prepare an EMPr, including a
curriculum vitae;

See Appendix 8 and Appendix 4 of the
EIAR.



A detailed description of the aspects of the activity that area
covered by the EMPr as identified by the project description.

See Appendix 8 and Chapter 10 of the
EIAR.



An environmental awareness plan describing the manner in which
(1) the applicant intends to inform his or her employees of any
environmental risk which may result from their work; and (ii) risks
must be dealt with in order to avoid pollution or the degradation of
the environment.

See Appendix 8: EMPr and Appendix 1
of the EMPr.

Further to above, the EMPr, which complies with the requirement of
Appendix 4 of the EIA Regulation, 2014, must be submitted as an
appendix to the EIAr.

Noted please see Appendix 8 of the
EIAR.
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and
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General
Note that, on 7 April 2017, the Minister of Environmental Affairs made
amendments to the EIA Regulations 2014.published under Government
Notice (“GN”) No. R. 982 of 4 December 2014, in terms of sections 24(5)
and 44 of the National Environmental Management Act, 1998 Act, 1998
(Act No.107 of 1998) (“NEMA”), The amendments to EIA Regulation of
2014 and its listing notices came into effect on 7 April 2017. Please be
advised that the applicable similarly listed activities in terms of the EIA
Regulations, 2014 (as amended) must be included in the Revised EIA
Report.

Noted the applicable listed activities
applicable to the project in terms of the
revised EIA Regulations are included in
Table 2 of the EIAR.

You are further reminded that the final Environmental Impact Assessment
Report to be submitted to this Department must comply with the all the
requirement in terms of the content of EIR accordance with Appendix 3 (3)
and Regulation 23 (1) of the Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations (2014).

Noted.

Further note that in terms of Regulation 45 of the EIA Regulations 2014,
this application will lapse if the applicant fails to meet any of the
timeframes prescribed in terms of the these Regulations, unless an
extension has been granted in terms of Regulation 3 (7).

Noted the EIAR report will be delivered
to the department befor the 30 May
2017 which is the deadline for
submission.

You are requested to submit two (2) copies of the final EIAR to the
Department and at least two (2) unprotected electronic copies (CD/DVD)
of the complete final report with the hard copy documents.

Noted.

You are hereby reminded of Section 24F of the National Environment
Management Act, Act No. 107 of 1998, as amended, that no activity may
commence prior to an environmental authorisation being granted by the

Noted.
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Department.
4

3 May 2017

Lesa la Grange
Heritage Officer
South
African
Heritage
Resources
Agency

MTN (Pty) Ltd proposes installing a submarine telecommunications
cable, referred to as the Africa Coast to Europe (ACE) cable system,
to link South Africa, the West Coast of Africa and Europe with key
international telecommunication hubs in Europe. MTN SA aims to
secure local landing permits to land the ACE Cable System as the
designated Landing Partner of the Cable System in South Africa and
has the required licenses to operate international telecommunication
infrastructure in the country

The applicant (MTN Pty Ltd) wishes to secure local landing permits to land
the Africa Coast to Europe (ACE) telecommunication cable at van
Riebeeckstrand. The offshore cable routes, exceeding 300m in length and
traversing the 24 Nautical mile buffer zone which is SAHRA's remit, trigger
Section 38 of the National Heritage Resources Act (No. 25 of 1999).
SAHRA thanks the applicant for taking the recommendations of the
response to the Notification of Intent to Develop (NID) into account, and
for the opportunity to comment on the Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA)
and Draft Environmental Impact Assessment Report (DEIAR). The
following specific comments on the documents and the proposed works
are applicable:
1

Although the HIA states that “no impacts are expected to underwater
cultural heritage resources,” all efforts must be made to avoid
damage and/or disturbance of unknown cultural heritage material
along the offshore cable routes during all activities involved in this
work.

Noted and all efforts will be made to
avoid cultural heritage material along the
offshore cable routes during all activities
involved in this work.

2

Should any shipwreck or cultural heritage material be detected below
the high water mark via sonic scanning or other means, the position
must be recorded and SAHRA must be notified immediately. Work
must cease and may not commence until feedback has been

Noted, if any cultural resourses are
detected the position will be recorded
and SAHRA will be notified immediatley.
Work will cease until feedback is
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5

Date

8 May 2017

Name
and
Organisation

Adri La Meyer
Directorate:
Development
Facilitation
Western
Cape
Government

Comment

Response

received from SAHRA.

received from SAHRA.

3

If shipwreck or cultural heritage material detected along the offshore
alignments is proven or suspected to be older than 60 years, a permit
shall be required from SAHRA before work may commence.

Noted.

4

Where the submarine cable will lie on the seabed or be buried
beneath it, the geophysical, side scan sonar, multi-beam, and subbottom profile data must be consulted in detail before clearing the
area of debris, and laying or burying the cable, to ensure that no
cultural heritage resources will be affected. If anomalies are detected,
the placement of the cable must be adjusted to avoid these.

Noted. This will be done during the
cable laying activities.

5

It is noted that the wreck of the Rooibok (1973) was suspected to lie
at approximately 33°44.500’ S, 18°22.000’ E, but was not verified
during survey. Cable-laying activities in within 50 meters of this area
should however, still take care to avoid the wreck

Noted. The proposed shallow water
offshore alignment no longer makes use
of the alignment where the Rooibok was
detected. As such no impact to this
wreck will take place.

COMMENT
ON
THE
DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT
ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR THE PROPOSED MTN MARINE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (ACE CABLE SYSTEM) TO BE
LANDED AT VAN RIEBEECKSTRAND, MELKBOSSTRAND (DEA REF:
14/12/16/3/3/2/988)
1
The Draft Scoping Report (“DSR”) dated November 2016, the
Department’s comments thereto dated 9 December 2016 and the
Draft Environmental Impact Assessment (“EIA”) Report dated April
2017 as received by the Department on 3 April 2017, refer. The
following consolidated comment from various Directorates within the
Department is hereby offered.
2.

Directorate: Development Management (Region 1) – Melanese
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Schippers (Melanese.Schippers@westerncape.gov.za; Tel: (021)
483 8349):
2.1.

This Directorate confirms that its comments of 9 December
2016 on the DSR have been considered and addressed in the
Draft EIA Report.

Noted.

2.2.

Please be advised that the EIA Regulations, 2014 and its listing
notices were amended on 7 April 2017 and came into effect on
the same day.

Noted.

2.2.1

It is noted that Activity 19 of Government Notice (“GN”) No. R.
983 of 4 December 2014 has been applied for. Please note that
this activity has been amended and must be substituted with
Activity 19A of GN No. R. 983 of 4 December 2014 (as
amended).

Noted these activities
updated in the EIAR.

2.2.2

Please further note that Activity 10 of GN. No. R. 984 of 4
December 2014 (as amended) has been repealed and
authorisation for said activity is therefore no longer required.

Noted.

2.2.3

The Final EIA Report to be submitted to the competent authority
must provide the correct listed activities and activity description.
The competent authority may also advise that an Amended
Application Form be submitted to reflect the correct listed
activities being applied for.

Noted, the DEA has requested that the
listed activities be updated in the EIAR.

2.3. Section 4.6.3 of the Draft EIA Report refers to the landing site
alternatives as Alternatives 1 and 2 whilst section 9.1 refers to
the landing site alternatives as Alternatives A and B. The Final
EIA Report to be submitted to the competent authority must be
consistent in its referencing of the alternatives.

Noted, this inconsistancy has been
addressed and all references are now
consistent.

2.4. It is noted that section 10.2 of the Environmental Management
Programme (“EMPr”) directs the reader to the EIA Report for
information. Please be advised that the EIA Report and the EMPr

Noted, the EMPr has been amended to
meet the requirements of the regulation
19(4) and of Appendix 4 of the EIA

have

been
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Name
and
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Comment
have their own requirements that must be met and all the
required information must be included in the EMPr. Please
further note that the EMPr does not meet the requirements of the
EIA Regulations, 2014 (as amended). The EMPr must be
amended to meet the requirements of regulation 19(4) and of
Appendix 4 (1)(1) of the EIA Regulations, as amended.

3.

Response
Regulations.

2.5. The duly dated and originally signed declarations as completed by
the applicant, environmental assessment practitioner and the
specialists that compiled the specialist reports as part of the EIA
process, must be included in the Final EIA Report to be
submitted to the competent authority. Please further note that the
declaration of interest by Exigent Environmental, the external
review specialist for the Social Impact Assessment, must be
included in the Final EIA Report.

Noted, original signed declarations by all
parties have been included in the EIAR.

2.6. Proof of public participation conducted must be included in the
Final EIA Report to be submitted to the competent authority. The
proof must include, inter alia, a copy of the newspaper
advertisement (“newspaper clipping”) that was placed, indicating
the name of the newspaper and date of publication, photographs
showing the notice(s) displayed on the site and a copy of the text
displayed on the notice, and proof of the various methods of
I&AP notification (e.g. electronic mail delivery reports, “mail drop”
signed register, registered and/or regular mailing list from the
post office, facsimile reports, etc.).

With referecne to 2.6, please note that
this information was included in
Appendix 2 of the Draft EIA report and
will again be included in Appendix 2 in
the Final EIA Report.

Directorate:
Waste
Management
–
Stefan
Milandri
(Stefan.Milandri@westerncape.gov.za; Tel: (021) 483 4086):
3.1. This Directorate is satisfied that its comments of 9 December
2016 on the DSR have been included and addressed and the
Draft EIA Report and EMPr and has no further comments on the
application.

Noted with thanks.
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6

Date

24
2017

Name
and
Organisation

April

Ms. S Ndundane
DOG:
Fisheries
Management
Department
of
Agriculture,
Fishers
and
Forestry

7

25
April
2017
(received
on the 8
May 2017)

Hester Lyons
Designation:
Control Industrial
Technician
Department
of
Water
and
Sanitation

Comment

Response

4.

Please direct all enquiries to the officials indicated in this
correspondence should you require any clarity on any of the
issues/comments provided.

Noted with thanks.

5.

The Department reserves the right to revise initial comments and
request further information based on any or new information
received.

Noted.

RE: THE PROPOSED MARINE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE LANDED AT VAN RIEBECKSTRAND

(Please see internal memos below)

Dear Sir
We note that the proposed Marine Telecommunications System to be
landed at van Riebeckstrand on the west coast of South Africa is to cross
the shelf within the existing corridor for undersea cables. As this corridor
is already closed to fishing, the proposed new cable will have no further
impact on the fishing industry. Therefore the Branch: Fisheries
Management of the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
has no objection to the proposal, provided that the routing across the
continental shelf remains within the existing cable corridor.

Noted with thanks.

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR
PROPOSED MARINE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (ACE
CABLE SYSTEM) TO BE LANDED AT VAN RIEBEECKSTRAND ON
THE WEST COAST OF SOUTH AFRICA
Reference is made to the above-mendtioned document dated 03 April
2017 and the Departments latter dated 21 February 2017.

Thank you for your response. We look
forward to getting your formal response.

This Department has perused the abovedmentioned documents and is
currently assessing the water use authorisation application dated 10
December 2016 which is for the water uses in terms of section 21 (c)
impeding or diverting the flow of water in a watercourse and section 21 (i)
altering the bed, banks, course or characteristics of a watercourse of the

Formal response to the water uses
authorisation application was received
from the Department of Water and
Sanitation on the 25 April 2017 and is
attached below the table for reference.
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National Water Act, 1998 (Act 36 of 1998).
8

8 May 2017
(received
on the 9
May 2017)

Pat Titmuss
Regional
Manager
Environmental &
Heritage
Management:
Northern Region
(Blaauwberg
District) – email
received
from
Morne Theron
City
of
Cape
Town

PROPOSED MARINE TELECOMMUNICATONS SYSTEM (ACE CABLE
SYSTEM) TO BE LANDED AT VAN RIEBEECKSTRAND, MELKBOS
ON THE WEST COAST OF SOUTH AFRICA : DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT [DEA Reference:
14/12/16/3/3/2/988) [City Reference: 821/1/2/2/246)
The abovementioned draft EIR, dated April 2017, as compiled by Acer
Africa Environmental Consultants, refers.
The following additional technical comment on draft Environmental Impact
Assessment Report (DEIR) has been received from the following City
departments:
1. City of Cape Town: Recreation and Parks
The previous departmental comment highlighted issues such as the
potential impact of the proposal on street trees, potential impact on
an existing pathway across public open space (Erf 3094) and
potential requirement for a rehabilitation plan.
The EAP's response to the department's previous comment as well
as the recommendations is noted. From the specialist studies
(specifically the report on Ecology and Vegetation) it appears that
Route A is the better option in terms of impact on landscaping along
road reserves and potential impact on street trees.

Noted.

While the proposed Route A has a lesser impact on street trees and
landscaping, it will affect the existing pathway on public open space
Erf 3094 (between Dunker Street and Edward Crescent), however,
this could be accommodated subject to the following:
1.1 Damage to the existing pathway on public open space Erf 3094
(between Dunker Street and Edward Crescent) must be
addressed in terms of a rehabilitation plan which must be
submitted for approval by the City of Cape Town: Recreation and
Parks Department, prior to commencement of any work;

Noted.
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and
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Comment
Approval of the rehabilitation pion, prior to the commencement of
construction work should be included as an EIA approval
condition [Note: Currently the proposed conditions merely states
that the City must be consulted which an optional action as
appose to a mandatory requirement];

Noted, this condition has been included
in the EMPr and as one of the
recommendations for Environmental
Authorisation.

1.2 Between waypoints 20 and 21 there are 4 large Canary Island
Date Palms, located along Otto du Plessis (as noted in the above
report}. These trees are mature healthy specimens which should
not be destroyed. The recommendation regarding the alignment
of the trench is supported as this means the trees will be retained.
Should the construction work,for whatever reason, lead to the
loss of any of these trees, replacement of the affected tree (with
similar specimen} will be required and should be clearly noted as
such in the EMPr;

It is unlikely that the Canary Island Date
Palms will be damaged during the laying
of the cable. This condition will however
be incorporated into the Rehabilitation
Plan which will be submitted to the City
of Cape Town for approval and which
will be enforced on site.

1.3 At waypoint 32 there are several Milkwood trees which must be
protected. From the specialist report it appears unlikely that the
removalof these trees will be required. These trees should be
screened from construction activities.
2.

Response

Noted, this condition will be incorporated
into the EMPr as well as the
rehabilitation plan which will be
submitted to the City of Cape Town for
approval.

City of Cape Town: TDA: Coastal Management
2.1 The conditions of the EMPr as it relates to mitigating impacts on
the dune cordon/slack are consistent with those proposed within
the specialist dune report
2.2 An off-road vehicle permit (ORV) permit will be required in terms
of the Control of the Use of Vehicles in the Coastal Zone. Such a
permit must be obtained by MTN from DEA. The City of Cape
Town: TDA: Coastal Management wishes to comment on the
permit application in order to determine the conditions of the
permit. [Please note the time from application to time of receipt of
permit, provided there are no issues, takes approximately 3
months]

Noted.

2.3 No reference is made as to the proactive measures that must be

Noted,

Noted, the ORV permit is currently being
drafted and can only be submitted to the
department
once
environmental
approval has been issued. A copy of the
permit application will be submitted to
the City of Cape Town: TDA: Coastal
Management for comment.

all

works

areas

will

be
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put in place to prevent disturbance/damage to dune vegetation
during trenching. The EMPr mentions that a botanist must be
appointed in the rehabilitation phase of the project. However
proactive measures in mitigating damage during trenching is
warranted (e.g. the use of manual labour as opposed to heavy
machinery when digging trenches in the sensitive dune areas and
demarcating areas parallel to the trenches that are off-limit).

9

12
2017

May

Mrs Smokie La
Grange
Chairperson
Melkbosstrand
Ratepayers
Association

Response
demarcated and no construction staff
are to leave the demarcated working
areas. This condition has been included
in the EMPr. The use of manual labour
is however unpractical given the depth
to which the pipe must be buried and the
fact that construction is taking place
within the Koeberg PAZ. All works areas
will however be demarcated to prevent
staff or machinery from impacting on the
surrounding sensitive environments.

Apart from the additional matters raised above the City of Cape Town’s
comment raised during BID and Scoping phase of this project have been
accurately captured in Appendix 3: Comments and Responses report and
corrected in the DEIR.

Noted with thanks.

The City of Cape Town, in principle, concurs from a Terrestrial
Environment perspective that Alternative A is the preferred cable landing.
Beach man hole and cable alignment perspective. Subject to the
additional comments/conditions raised by the Recreation & Parks and
Coastal Management departments are included in the final EIR.

Noted.

Thank you for allowing our community to comment on the Environmental
Impact Assessment for the proposed telecommunication cable coming
ashore at Van Riebeeckstrand. We have no objection to this project.

Noted, with thanks.

I have taken your file to the Melkbosstrand Ratepayers Association’s
monthly meetings and to the Station Joint Meetings held at SAPS. I’m
afraid it generated very little comment. Please note that “Die Bad Pad”
does not translate into English; it remains “Die Bad Pad”.

Noted.

The only comments were that the EIA and the cable merely ends on a plot
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in Duynefontein. There is no description or plan of the building MTN intend
erecting there to house or service the cable.

We would like the MTN architects to take into account prevailing
architecture and “not build a bunker or concrete monstrocity”.

Response

Noted. This facility does not form part of
the EIA assessment and MTN is
currently trying to establish if this facility
can in fact be constructed at the site
given the current landuse zoning. If it is
constructed at this site the MTN
architects will take into account the
prevailing architecture within the area.
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All Interested and Affected Parties on the project database where sent a notification via email of the availability of the
Draft Environmental Impact Assessment Report.
Below is the Email log of the email sent out on the 3 April 2017 announcing the availability of the Draft Environmental
Impact Assessment Report:
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The Draft Environmental Impact Assessment Report was sent to the following Commenting Authorities and Public
Places on the 31 March 2017 and arrived on the 3 April 2017.

1

Name
Mr L Mudau

2

Mrs Adri La Meyer

3

Ms Pat Titmuss

4
5
6
7
8
9

Mr Rhett Smart
Ms. Hester Lyons
Ms. S. Ndundane
Ms Sindiswa Dlomo
Ms Smokie La Grange
Ms Roelda Brown

Organisation
Department of Environmental Affairs – Biodiversity Oceans and
Coast Division
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning,
Western Cape Government
City of Cape Town (Energy, Environment and Spatial Planning
Division)
CapeNature (Theewaterskloof, Overstrand & Stellenbosch)
Department of Water Affairs & Sanitation
Department of Forestry and Fisheries
Department of Environmental Affairs
Melkbosstrand Ratepayers Association
Koeberg Public Library
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DHL Shipment Receipt to Department of Environmental Affairs – Biodiversity Oceans and Coast Division

DHL Arrival Receipt to Department of Environmental Affairs – Biodiversity Oceans and Coast Division
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DHL Shipment Receipt to Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning, Western Cape
Government

DHL Arrival Receipt to Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning, Western Cape
Government

DHL

Shipment Receipt to City of
90

Cape Town (Energy, Environment and Spatial Planning Division)

DHL Arrival Receipt to City of Cape Town (Energy, Environment and Spatial Planning Division)

DHL

Shipment

Receipt

to
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CapeNature (Theewaterskloof, Overstrand & Stellenbosch)

DHL Arrival Receipt to CapeNature (Theewaterskloof, Overstrand & Stellenbosch)

DHL Shipment Receipt to Department of Water Affairs & Sanitation
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DHL Arrival Receipt to Department of Water Affairs & Sanitation

93

DHL Shipment Receipt to Department of Forestry and Fisheries

DHL Arrival Receipt to Department of Forestry and Fisheries
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DHL Shipment Receipt to Department of Environmental Affairs

DHL Arrival Receipt to Department of Environmental Affairs

95

DHL Shipment Receipt to Melkbosstrand Ratepayers Association

DHL Arrival Receipt to Melkbosstrand Ratepayers Association

DHL Shipment Receipt to Koeberg Public Library
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DHL Arrival Receipt to Koeberg Public Library
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On the 19 April 2017 a reminder to comment on the Draft EIA Report was sent to all Commenting Authorities and to all
registered Intrested and Affected Paties.
The table below shows the Commenting Authorities that received both a hard copy and an email reminding them to
comment on the Draft EIA Report.

1

Name
Mr L Mudau

Organisation
Department of Environmental Affairs – Biodiversity Oceans and
Coast Division
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning,
Western Cape Government

2

Mrs Adri La Meyer

3

Ms Pat Titmuss

City of Cape Town (Energy, Environment and Spatial Planning
Division)

4

Mr Rhett Smart

CapeNature (Theewaterskloof, Overstrand & Stellenbosch)

5

Ms. Hester Lyons

Department of Water Affairs & Sanitation

6

Ms. S. Ndundane

Department of Forestry and Fisheries

7

Ms Sindiswa Dlomo

Department of Environmental Affairs
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Proof of Postage to Commenting Authorities on the 19 April 2017

99

Proof of Email sent to I&APs and Commenting Authorities on the 19 April 2017
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